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ĩ.ĵ GAAP˂Ë̖Non-GAAP Earnings̗pőˣčC̘K4ƶˉŃ�əï�

̖SEC̗9èSƳX�	�ɏɹ̘Ī�ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ë&����ȡʲ&¢ƹ

 b9}İű
	�ɇƾ̛&¢ƹ ȍ�Ąűɜ�īÇ0ª���àĨ̘�ŀ̑ĵ

GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ëƹ�ơ&¢ƹ aSƳ̘K4ƶŃ�ɝ9ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë

�ʍ�Ĝ\ʘŃaRť̛ ¨ 2003A<ê�ʍ� Regulation G̜ 2010A:ǣa C&DIs

3ƆGĶ�9È:ǣaʘŃĩ̘ˈ�Șɦñ\˂ËmŒ�ʘŃRť̛�	�Ë�

ȿȧɝ9 Regulation G3Ɔ C&DIsa�ʍ̘9}ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëaùǿ	�ʏ

ǡ̘VbÚȂÁ	yʦɝ9K4ƶŃ�5ơaʘŃĩ	�ǡĭ̛ 

�#:S̘�K4ƶŃ�ɝ9�ŭ�ʷȑĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë5ơʘŃĩ

"̘&	ř�ĔĦñ�ŭĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ̛Ǫ��ŭÖ�ɝ9ĵ

GAAP ˲ʈ˂ËaʘŃĩ"̘Ư��9¬ GAAP a˲ʈ	�ùǿ̛�#ʋɝ9

ñu�ƶÒh¸tɮƤ Ɩ²̘ˈ��#��ƶÒh�ǭ̛�èƶv�K4ƶŃ�

�5ơaʘŃĩȍ&ĔĦ�ŭ�ʷȑaĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ̛ 

̙ĵ GAAP˲ʈ̜K4ƶŃ�̜ʘŃĩ̜&¢ƹ  
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Abstract 

As non-GAAP performance measures are widely used, the SEC has expressed 

concerns about this phenomenon and believes that non-GAAP earnings measures may be 

misleading to investors because of the lack of comparability. Comparability is an 

important part of accounting information quality. In order to diminish the non-GAAP 

earnings measurement, the SEC has issued various regulatory for non-GAAP earnings 

measurement. Regulation G, which was implemented in 2003, and C&DIs released in 

2010, as well as filing reviews and comment letters issued afterward, are the regulation 

to regulate this alternative measurement. A large number of studies have been conducted 

on the release of Regulation G and C&DIs for non-GAAP earnings measurement, but few 

about comment letters issued by the SEC have been discussed.  

We find that the SEC can effectively improve the comparability of the company's 

non-GAAP earnings measurement when it issues comment letters against the company's 

exposure to non-GAAP earnings. And when the company receives comment letters for 

non-GAAP earnings measurement, it does not affect the GAAP earnings. We also 

conduct robustness tests on these empirical results, which are consistent with our 

empirical results. This proves that the comment letter issued by the SEC can enhance the 

comparability of non-GAAP earnings measures disclosed by the company. 

Keywords: Non-GAAP Earnings, SEC, Comment Letters, Comparability  
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 1 

é�A̘ĵ�Ȣ�Ī�ĄÅǒaȒƍ˂Ë̖Non-GAAP Earnings̘3�ƂǛ

ĵ GAAP˲ʈ̗pőˣȨǻ�čC̛3 GÊȭ̖Regulation G̘3�ƂǛ Reg. G̗

a�ǑbƁ̘ĵ GAAP˲ʈa˂Ë̘ȍŅ�ʯɴ�ŭÅ�Ƽõ GAAP�¦Ŕar

ǫˀř̜ȒƍȩȹĞ�Sö«Ë̘ďǐĞŗŨ�ƚ�ǃĿ1̛ 

ǁǀ Audit AnalyticsaƫĄ2̘� 2006A�̘S&P500��ŭ	 76%��ŭʷ

ȑ¬ĵGAAP˲ʈ} 8-KĞ� 10-Ky¾��̘ b�� 2016 A̘ ǌ	 96%� S&P500

�ŭ	ʷȑ¬ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ̛K4ƶˉŃ�əï�̖United States Securities 

and Exchange Commission, SEC̘3�ƂǛK4ƶŃ�̗ƆȒƍ�ĄƄǒəï�

̖Financial Accounting Standards Board, FASB̗uʘŃîÑ�ĚĪ�̘ĵ GAAP˲

ʈ˂Ëơ	ɇƾİű
�ý ̘Ûñȷľƥü�\˂ËmŒ�čC̛Vb�ŭr�


�ĚÚĪ�̘�ŭ&3ȋ'�ĵrë :(�˲ʈǧ>ǃĿďǐĞŗŨ̘čİű


T��Ā�ŭ�ǫĈˀř�ɭ$ēƀ̛ 

K4ƶŃ���ɶŤİű
p�Ÿ��ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëa�©űɜɇƾ̘

�è:ǣ� Reg. G u�©ÊȭȘ�Ɔ˻ʹ�ʷȑaĀɤ̃ȇ̖Compliance and 

������������������������������������������������
1 ǁǀ Black, Christensen, Ciesielski, and Whipple̖2017̗ŗŜ̘� 1990AĠ̘r�
ƹëďǐ�

^ ǃĿ̘ăʻú0űŞɼì̜˶ǎ>�Ğ�ĵrë ɼɷǃĿ̚� 2000AG̘ǞV�^ ǃĿ

aďǐɺ��ˋ̘�cǚȰ̜˨ȟėC̜ïÌĪȕĄŴa˪űėCurë ǃĿÚ�Ëw�̛ 

2 David McCann, Report Details Ubiquity of Non-GAAP Metrics, CFO, October 15, 2018̘®�̙ 

http://www.cfo.com/financial-reporting-2/2018/10/report-details-ubiquity-of-non-gaap-metrics/̛ 
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Disclosure Interpretations̘3�ƂǛ C&DIs̗3Șɦʯɴ�ŭ4�ʷȑĵ GAAP˲

ʈ��©¦ŔʷȑƆĄĬ̛Ǫ��ȃĂʯɴ�ŭ	˻ɑ��Șɦ̘K4ƶŃ�9ʯ

ɴ�ŭ�Ĕıay¾̖ c 8-K̜ 10-KĞ 10-Qu̧̗ ťŜƙȈ̖ Filing Reviews̗̘

ŀǐK4ƶŃ�9ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëaʷȑ	�ɏɹaà0̛�' Gomez, 

Heflin, and Wang̖ 2017̗ȿȧĪ�̘ȋ'̌ŜƙȈƆ:ǣʘŃĩ̘Ư-	ŮÊȚ

Ƌűɜ�9Ǜ 5̛ 

ȒƍĮ¦a&¢ƹ ̘��Ȣ�Ī�ĄÅǒ̖Generally Accepted Accounting 

Principles̘ 3�ƂǛ GAAP �̗ȍĕª��ãĖ�īý a�̘b�Ú�ĵ GAAP

˲ʈ˂ËpF
̎Ɠaứ��}ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ë�r�
�tˇË̘ƾǭ

j|�ŭ�ʷȑ�ĵ GAAPűɜƆĄĬĵ GAAP˲ʈamŒ�Ɛ��6̛ Ȓƍ�Ą

Ƅǒ�M�sʤ Russell Golden� 2017A}¬Í˱7�¦ŕ̘�]�Dȹ�̘ğū

ʄűɜčCę�¢ƹ���ŭ|�ĵ GAAPűɜ̘þğż>İű
aɇĀ̛ 

K4ƶŃ���9è��Ŗ ʷȑȋ'd\mŒ¸tʘȸ̘¬��ȋ'ÊȘ

�mŒ¸tʘŃ̘Reg. G} 2003A<êʍt̘3ń�ȿȧ�̖c Heflin and Hsu 

������������������������������������������������
3 K4ƶŃ�:ǣ} 2003Aʍta Regulation GƆ¬�©Ʈ¡ȭ̖Regulation S-K̗̘ Ư} 2010A

:ǣ C&DIs̘ǪGĶʋ9 C&DIs	ĉĶ �T�̛ 

4 ʯɴ�ŭ̖Registrants̗̙ �<:ta�ŭ̘Ğ�İű
À' 500Ñ3ƆÂűŞŔ 1,000şę̘ǒ

pǛ�ʯɴ�ư̆ 

5 Gomez et al.̖ 2017̗�̒ʴǐŨĨĵ GAAPɼɷ¦̓a1]����čűɜ�9Ǜ�Ħ̛b̒ʴ

ǐŨĨĵ GAAPɼɷ¦̓aȘ�̘pȘɦ� C&DIs��̛ 

6 �ʓƕ��#Ɣǽ� Google3Ɔ Uberd|�ŭaĵ GAAP˲ʈʷȑmŒ̘�#&3:S̘d

|�ŭ�ĄĬĵ GAAP˲ʈaÖ´à0"̘�ŗŨaǃĿą	���̛ 
7 ®�̙https://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Page/SectionPage&cid=1176168752402̛ 
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2008̚Nichols, Grey, and Street 2005̗:S̘ȋ'ÊȇaʘŃ&3ȚƋr�
3İ

g �mŒʷȑĵ GAAP ˲ʈűɜaƌȲ̛�'�]�©Ɨ ǮƟ� 2002 Aķ

2006A|̘ǁǀ Chen, Lee, and Lo̖2017̗aȿȧŅ5̘é�A S&P500a�ŭ

�ʷȑĵ GAAP ˲ʈűɜ	vǆ�>�̚ƞ�ŃOȍK4ƶŃ�9ñà0¸ť

ŜƙȈ̘ƯǪɝ9̌ŜƙȈ�	�ɏɹaà09���ŭ:ǣʘŃĩ̖ Comment 

Letters̗̘ 3�GĶʷȑ�ȉ¡ƆĀɤ̘K4ƶŃ����ŭ|ĉĶÎiǡĭñu

ȄÏ̘ç�K4ƶŃ�aɏɹ£qŀǐ̛ 

3ń�ʏǡʘŃĩ�yʦ��̘Brown, Tian, and Tucker̖ 2018 :̗SʘŃi

̃�w¸�ŭʷȑa�ī̘Ǫ Chen et al.̖2017̗aȿȧÒhǆŕK4ƶŃ��:

ǣ�ʘŃĩ&3ǆ.�ĔĦĵ GAAP ˲ʈ�ʷȑ�ī̘�ǆŕʘŃĩ�ĔĦ

�ŭ�Ŗ ʷȑa�ī̛ 

b&¢ƹ �ª���Ą�īý ̘ Ƞ�ŭ�ʷȑ�Ȓƍűɜȡʲ&¢ƹ ̘

ǒ�ùǿİű
�ũɵʺǊ̛Š�Ʋ�ȿȧ�}ʏǡ��ŭÖ�K4ƶŃ�:ǣ

�ʘŃĩ̘�Ȋ�ùǿĵ GAAP ˲ʈa˂Ë�&¢ƹ ̛�#�&¢ƹ 0>

Ö�ʘŃĩ��GdA��GäA̘3Ľ}ŵʀ&¢ƹ �Ö�ʘŃĩ��

Gaĺ̛�#��ƶȿȧ:S̘��ŭÖ��ĵ GAAP ˲ʈa˂Ë�©�ʘŃ

ĩG̘�9¬�ŭ�ʷȑaĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ 	�ùǿ̘ĵ GAAP

˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ �ĩ.Ö�ʘŃĩb	�ĔĦ̚�"̘�#��ƶÒhǆŕ

Ö��ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ë	©aʘŃĩƯ��9�ŭ�ʷȑ� GAAP˲ʈ˂Ë
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a&¢ƹ 	�ĺ̛dęȿȧa:Sˈ��#�ǷÙ�˛̘�èƶv�K4ƶŃ

�9}ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂ËaʘŃRť�>ř̛ 

Gdť�#�ǡĭĵ GAAP ˲ʈa˂Ë3Ɔ̌ŜƙȈ�:ǣʘŃĩaƏƭ̚

x�Ü�Ŀ��ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ë3ƆʘŃĩ�©�yʦeȜƆ�Ʋȿȧ�Ŷ

%ƉƇ̚xLÜ�ȿȧmÊ̘�#�ʏǡ&¢ƹ aĄĬ̜�ƶȿȧaůĄ3Ɔ]

�aå®̚xäÜǒ�ȿȧaÒh̘ăȵ�̆ȆƫĄ̜�ƶÒh3Ɔ�©�ɮƤ 

Ɩ²̚2G�ť��ƲȿȧaÒĭ̛ 
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1.2.1  

 2001A 12Ä̘K4ƶˉŃ�ï�¦ŕ8̘ɝ9ʯɴ�ŭ9È:ǣ� GAAP	

�ǋɈ�Ȓƍ˂ËmŒ	�ɏɹ̘b��"̘�]�˂ËmŒpǛ��̒ ˜ü ˲

ʈ̖ Pro Forma̗̓ ̘�'��̒ ˜ü Ȓƍűɜ �̓]��Ǜ�}ȪʊÊȭ̖ Public 

Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act of 2002, SOX Act̗401(b)�

�čC̘Ǫ¬ʕŘ�K4ƶŃ�a�©Ș�ƆÊȘ�ʕŘˏ	��9̘�èK4ƶ

Ń�9¬�ź�ȘɦčC�̒ĵ GAAP ˲ʈa˂Ë̓�]�Ⱦ˵̚�ę̘�	�

469}̒˜ü Ȓƍűɜ̓��Ǒ��ʆ��10̘ʣc	�469}̒˜ü Ȓ

ƍűɜ̓ȍŅɗæ�×˶Ğę�Ąǜɵĺuż>a&�ùǿ�ɾǦ>�ȒƍĮ

¦̚Ğ3šɋ%̘̒ ˜ü Ȓƍűɜ̓ȍŅƼõƄǒ�ɾü̘�ƽĳr�ĄôŜ

ɭ�Ȓƍűɜ̘b�]�ʕŘ̘���Ʋ�ǡĭ�ĵ3 GAAP �ɾüaȒƍĮ¦

ĞȒƍűɜ	���̘Š��Ʋȿȧ��̘čC̒ĵ GAAP ˲ʈa˂Ë̓�]�

Ⱦ˵¦ŔĵƼõ GAAP�ɾǦaȒƍűɜ̛ 

ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ�ʷȑ�˂ËmŒƯĳpcK4ƶŃ��]�ʘŃgʔ�3ʟ

ǳ̘�K4ƶŃ�īɏ̘Ƞ�ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ë� GAAP˲ʈ˂Ë̘dę�zˡ

aÒh	�5´"̘ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ�˂Ë�ʷȑmŒ�Ȋ�ż>İű
�ɇĀ̛

������������������������������������������������
8 SEC, Cautionary Advice Regarding the Use of “Pro Forma” Financial Information in Earnings 

Releases, December 4, 2001̘®� https://www.sec.gov/rules/other/33-8039.htm̛ 

9 ®� https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8176.htm#P69_8857̛ 
10 IOSCO (2002), An IOSCO Technical Committee Release: Cautionary Statement Regarding Non-

GAAP Results Measures�	�ǡĭ̛ 
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F#Ī�̘�� GAAP˲ʈa˂Ë�ĵ GAAP˲ʈa˂Ë��̍Ȇaűɜ ī	

���̘9}İű
bƁ̘&��ƹ¥3*¢ƹ���ŭa|̘`Ğę���ŭ�

ĕ��ĮƾÙ|�Ȓƍűɜ̛Vb̘��ǁǀ GAAPaȘɦ̘ĵ GAAP˲ʈa˂

ËmÊ�ĕ}åƨ ʷȑaǃĿ̘ƂƁa̘ʷȑ��ʷȑ�åƨȗˈ��ŭ��̘

�è̘K4ƶŃ��ŎÓ�ŭ&3�ʷȑĵ GAAP ˲ʈa˂Ë�ªJ.ª}��

ɇƾİű
�̛ b��ƍ��	�ȭ11��čCĵ GAAP˲ʈª�ɇƾİű
̘

�èpK4ƶŃ�Ī��̀ʜt�̘ƯƼõƶˉığÊ̖Securities Exchange Act of 

1934̗úƈǳƯěǳ̖Cease and Desist̗12aú0̛ 

2002 A 7 Ä 30 ?̘�§˗ȭb(�ȪʊÊȭʋɝ9��ǔ� GAAP �ʆ�

��˂ËmŒ¸tȘɦ̘ ¬ 401(b)�Ĕ�̘ èǔűɜ�&ăȵĵ�M��ª�űɜ̘

Ǫèǔűɜ�&ʴǐÛăȵ} GAAP ˂Ë��Ş(aűɜ�ª�M�̘ƯǪĲȤ

�èǔ˂ËmŒaűɜŗĥķ GAAP˂Ë��Ȓƍȩȹ3ƆǫĈˀř̛ ǐèaÈ̘

ñÊȭʋvȃ�ĔƆèǔ˂ËmÊ�űɜ��&ɇƾǏ�İű�Ȏ�13̛ 

�A� 11Ä 4?̘K4ƶŃ�ǁǀȪʊÊȭ 401(b):ǣ�x 33-8145ČȘǒ

Șɦ	©� GAAP˂Ë����˂ËmÊa�©ʷȑ̘���Ŀ��Ǜ� Reg. 

G3Ɔ¬�©�Ʈ¡ȭ̖Regulation S-K, Reg. S-K̗̘ èuÊȭ} 2003A 3Ä<ê

������������������������������������������������
11 Trump Hotels & Casino Resorts Inc.��čCĵ GAAP˲ʈª�ɇƾİű
̘>�K4x�|�

�ĵ GAAP˲ʈʷȑbpsŃg©ú˓a�ư̆ 

®�̙https://www.sec.gov/news/headlines/trumphotels.htm̛ 
12 ƈǳƯěǳ̖Cease and Desist̗ȍŅK4�ǃʟǳaŌȇ̘�ó�ŭĞ�
ěǳƚǃt�̘Ư

Ǫ��� ¨Mñt�̘ƚǒ��ɐÊɬƯ̈̄̋ 
13 Åy&Łſʓƕ̛ 
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ʍt̛bñÊȭ�ƧüaĿ�̘ȍ��ȃĂİű
�ʭƸĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëa�

©Ȓƍűɜ"̘&3˷Ÿ��Ā¬űɜ��©Ôˡ14̛ bñÊȭ9ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂

ËamŒ	�vȃ��Ǒ̘ǁǀ Reg. G̘̒ĵ GAAP˲ʈƆ�©Ȓƍ˂Ë̓��

Ǒ�̙̒ 9}ʯɴ�ŭaǅȐ Ğĳ �rǫˀř̜ȒƍȩȹĞ�Sö«Ë�Ď

ŉ ˂Ë̘Ǫñ˂Ë̖ 1 ď̗ǐ̜ŗŨ�ƚ�ǃĿ̘b�]�ďǐƆŗŨ�9 GAAP

˂Ë�aĮ¦	�ùǿ̘���ǃĿ�ĲȤpăȵ� GAAP ˂Ë��ɾüaȒƍ

ȩȹ¦̜ɼɷ¦ƆSö«Ë¦���̖̚2̗ăȵ̜ŗŨ�ƚ�ǃĿ̘b�]�ă

ȵƆŗŨ�9 GAAP ˂Ë�aĮ¦	�ùǿ̘���ǃĿ�ĲȤpăȵ� GAAP

˂Ë��ɾüaȒƍȩȹ¦̜ɼɷ¦ƆSö«Ë¦���̛̓ èÈ̘K4ƶŃ�`

9ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂ËƆ�©ȒƍűɜZ�ʞÈ�Āɤ̘F#Ī�ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂

ËmÊ�řh̘��}̍Ȇ� GAAP ˂Ë�aȒƍĮ¦���ˀř˂ËŅƒ̘Ğ

�� GAAP ��˂Ë�Sö«ËĞ�ǫĈaSö«Ë	����ˮ˫�o˂Ë̛

�è˒×�Ȇ̘B��¨ GAAP a˂Ë�ďǐ̜�w̜Ğ�ŗŨģā��ǧ>ǃ

Ŀ̘��pǛ�ĵ GAAP ˲ʈa˂Ë̛�'�˕ÐǚȰƆ˨ȟ�ǨĽ̖Earnings 

Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization, EBITDA̗bƁ̘Ư�Ĭĵ

GAAP˲ʈa˂Ë̘�'Ƞ	�¬�aĄĬŗŨģ�ǃĿ̘ǒ�ĲȤǛ�̒ ŗŨG

˕ÐǚȰƆ˨ȟ�ǨĽ̖Adjusted EBITDA̛̗̓ɝ9�]�Ǜ��Ž�̘��K

4ƶŃ�ĝª�mßa�̛ 

������������������������������������������������
14 ®�̙https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8176.htm#P33_4269̛ 
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�é�A̘ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�čCƙÆ�ʚ>�̘�Ć¯��Ç0�

Ȩǻ̘ąčʷȑĎËƆƌȲ� Reg. G:ǣG	ƃʢ�ȚƋ̘�ĩG`ƇąĦf̛

ǁǀ Audit AnalyticsaƫĄ15� 2006A� S̘&P500��ŭ	 76%��ŭʷȑ¬ĵ

GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë� 8-KĞ� 10-Ky¾��̘ b�� 2016 A̘ ǌ	 96%� S&P500

�ŭ	ʷȑ¬ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë̛b�]�>�̘�čĜm9�\ʮĠ �˂

ËmŒŞ(Ǆǲ̛ǽʣ%̘K4ƶŃ�̜Ȓƍ�ĄƄǒəï�3Ɔ4Ǳ�ĄƄǒ

�M�̖International Accounting Standards Board, IASB̗ˈ��Āĵ GAAP˲ʈa

Ȓƍűɜ�Ëa>�SƳ�Å�̘ 94Ǳ�ĄƄǒ̖ International Financial Reporting 

Standards, IFRS̗Ğ�9 GAAPƏG�ɲȵ�zǑ�ā̚Ğ�ʋ	Ŋ�Uęʏǡĵ

GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë9İű
aùǿư 

�K4̘1990 AĠGÙķ 2000 AĠǥÙ̘ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë)ƽĳcè

Ȩǻ̘ʘŃîÑĞ�Ƅǒü�gʔ��9�\� GAAP ˂Ë	����˂ËmŒ

ĂĉǠɏ�ŧÆ̛F#Ī�̘ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�-	½�Șɦ�̘Ǫ ī�

%̘Ư��cè�ȋv̛ǽʣ%̘K4ƶŃ�� 2001A 12ÄȔŚ�Ȏİű


16ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�űɜơ	ʽ�»ǰ̛b�ȪʊÊȭ<êĈ�"̘K44�

ʆķIK4ƶŃ�ˬźȘ�17̘ 3ƥüĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë��©ʷȑ̛ǐ��ť

�ĔƆ� 2003A�ʍa Reg. G̘ K4ƶŃ�ʋƮ¡� Reg. S-K3ȃĂ�ŭʷȑĵ

������������������������������������������������
15 David McCann, Report Details Ubiquity of Non-GAAP Metrics, CFO, October 15, 2018̘®�̙

http://www.cfo.com/financial-reporting-2/2018/10/report-details-ubiquity-of-non-gaap-metrics/̛ 
16 SEC, Cautionary Advice Regarding the Use of “Pro Forma” Financial Information in Earnings Releases, 

December 4, 2001̘®� https://www.sec.gov/rules/other/33-8039.htm̛ 

17 ǁǀȪʊÊȭ 401(b)aȘ�̘K4ƶŃ�ĲȤɝ9�\ʮĠ �ȒƍűɜQʫȘɦa˺Ƅ̛ 
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GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë"̘¬ǆ·ƙÆ̖ Prominence �̗&f}čC GAAP˂Ëb a

Ȓƍűɜ̛bG̘K4ƶŃ�� 2010A 1Ä:ǣ� C&DIsȘɦĵ GAAP a˲

ʈ˂Ë�©aʷȑ�¦Ŕ̘ Ǫ¬T�aƌȲ���af̘ 2011 A̜ 2016A3Ɔ 2017

Aˈ	Z�©�T�̛K4ƶŃ��ģãüɞtàºsʤ�Ąô Howard Scheck

̖Chief Accountant of the Division of Enforcement̗ʆķ�ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ëð

�̒ȳ̈»ǰ�1̖Fraud Risk Factor̗ 1̓8̘bK4ƶŃ�ʋ�ɻŜ}Ĕıy¾�

�ʷȑ�ĵ GAAP˲ʈð�ļ�Ì�Ŀƒa�̘ɻƝ�ŭʷȑĵ GAAPa˲ʈ

˂Ë�Ȋơ	ʽ�ɇƾaɏɹ̛b� 2016A̘"ģK4ƶŃ�sʤMary Jo White

ʋ�Ǝł�Ĕ�̙̒W�ȭʣǆŕĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë¨Å��̔ȉƿűɜ̘̕

>̔s�űɜ̕ÿʶQİű�Ȏ̘ďʨ�čC GAAP ˂Ëb a˲ʈÒh̘ʆ

ķ�®Ġ� GAAP˲ʈa¦Ŕʷȑ�7Ñ̘̓9è Mary Jo White9ĵ GAAP˲

ʈ��Ëw�X�Ç0ɩ$19̛�]} 2016 A̘K4ƶŃ�ļʤ�Ąô̖Chief 

Accountant̗James Schnurrʋ�Ǝł20�Ĕ�̘ǞVƶŃ�vȃ�ó�ŭ�ʷȑĵ

GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë"̘�&ɇƾİű�Ȏ̘Ǫʋ��©Șɦ�vȃĔ��&čĵ

GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�ǆ·ƙÆf} GAAP a˂Ë̛VbF#Ú:S̘˄Ŭ��ȭ

ˎS�̒ȇ
�§�>�̖Troubling Increase̛̗̓�"F��ñƎł�Ĕ�̘ĵ

GAAP a˲ʈ˂ËÛñ�C��ȉƿ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ë�ʞÈűɜ̘b���ĵ

GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ëð� GAAP˲ʈ˂Ë�ʮĠ�̘²É�ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�

������������������������������������������������
18 Marie Leone, What’s on the SEC’s Radar? CFO, September 29, 2010̘®�̙ 

http://www.cfo.com/accounting-tax/2010/09/whats-on-the-secs-radar/̛ 

19 ®�̙https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/keynote-2015-aicpa- white.html.�® ̛ 

20 ®�̙https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/schnurr-remarks-12th-life-sciences-accounting-congress.html  ̛
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 ¢ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ë ª�̛FĪ�̘�ŭŃ�ˁȀ3ƆˍĄəï�Ûñ�9

ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�w�	�Ȕl̘ªJ�ÛǮǮ��ŭ�Ȋ	˻ɑĵ GAAP

a˲ʈ˂Ë��©Ș��̘b�*įſ�ā�ŭȝ�Ī�ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë¢

GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë) T�̍ȆǫĈˀř̘Ǫ�ā9}İű
%̘ĵ GAAP

a˲ʈ˂Ë�	C�űɜ̛ǁǀK4ƶŃ����ƎłĊv3Ɔ 2016A�T��

C&DIs̘ K4ƶŃ��ɳɰ�ŭ��Ʈ¡21̜ ˝ȉ;��˛× GAAP˂Ë��©Ș

�aà0̛ǐèaÈ̘K4ƶŃ�5ơ�Ŋ�ɝ9�ŭ�ʷȑ�ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ

˂Ë	�ɏɹ�ʘŃiQ�ŭȝ̘ŎÓ�ŭ�˻ɑ¬�©�Șɦ̛�K4ƶŃ�ļ

ʤ�Ąô Lynn Turner�Ī�̘ ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂ËB�ƺS�ŭŃ�ˁȀ�İg

$ŧ̘Ń�ˁȀP!�ʷȑ̘�ȬŪ���ŀÐÚ�ʱŉ�Ĕ22̛ 

K4ƶŃ�Ư��K4Ȭ�9ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂ËXǄǲ�îÑ̛Ĺ}Ã

Ã��Ʋʚ�ɝ9ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂ËZʏǡ̘Ȓƍ�ĄƄǒəï��9�Ë

w��ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂ËX�Ƀɩ̛	��ïīɏ̘Ƞĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�

¬Ȓƍűɜ�ʚÆ�w�̘���Ġ¦ò���T	ǧɕ 7¦ŔmŒ̘Iİű


�ŲTƂî��Ā��j|�ŭ�	����ˀř˂ËmŒ̛Ȓƍ�ĄƄǒəï

��sʤ Russell Golden�¦ŕ̙̒ �ŭÃÃʐß}čCĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�

�©aȒƍűɜ���Ġ¦. GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�Ûñ�T�¸ņ�̛̓�'F

������������������������������������������������
21 Michael Rapoport, SEC Probes Whether Companies Are Misusing Adjusted Earnings Metrics, the Wall 

Street Journal, October 27, 2016̘ ®�̙ https://www.wsj.com/articles/sec-probes-whether-companies-are-

misusing-adjusted-earnings-metrics-1477577108̛ 
22 Dow Jones Newswires, SEC Probes 4 Firms for Possible Abuses for Pro-Forma Results, the Wall Street 

Journal, June 19, 2001. 
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�Ī�̘Ŀ��ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂ËmŒ�ȶ�˩ì�&iÆ̘��¬�ɪȶ�

GAAP˂Ë��ĪƔƆ˂ËƒƄ̘Ư�Ŭʳığ�ī"&���;!øƄ23̛ 

bķ}4Ǳ�ĄƄǒ�M�̘F#Ī�ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë9}Ũ× �4

Ǳ�ĄƄǒȒƍĮŚ��ǃɁ˿̛ 4Ǳ�ĄƄǒ�M�sʤ Hans HoogervorstąĪ

�̘ǞV4Ǳ�ĄƄǒ�M�9}¨ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�ʕŘ�	�ɣɅ̘�

FɺĪ�ʘŃg©Ûñ�ȷľȸŃĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�čC̘ƯǪĪ�Ûñ9

}ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë	Tvȃ��Ơ̌F�Ņ5̘Ŋ��ŭʷȑ�\ʮĠ Ņ

ƒ˂Ë̘�̖1̗íÀ'4Ǳ�ĄƄǒ�̖̚2̗9}ĮŚčCębƁ�ơ	ɇƾ 

�̖̚3̗þğďǐrë :(aėɼǃĿ�̖̚ 4̗94Ǳ�ĄƄǒ˂Ëaà0-

	Qʫ���ǆ·ƙÆ�̛bF�ý�ãŗ̘Ƞ	Șɦvȃ�ĵ GAAP ˲ʈƆ¬

Ȓƍ˂ËaƒƄ̘9İű
bƁn�	řɷ�24 25̛ 

2005 A 5 Ä 19 ?̘4Ǳƶˉəï�̖International Organization of Securities 

Commissions, IOSCO �̗:SÃÃ��ŭåƨ:ǣ�\�ŭŪý�˂ËmŒ˂

Ë¬Ȓƍűɜ̘b�]�űɜÎë�5S�˲ʈȻŚ̜AÆƦÆĮ¦u�Ù Įƾ

������������������������������������������������
23 ®�̙https://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Page/SectionPage&cid=1176168752402̛ 

24 ®�̙ 

http://archive. ifrs.org/Alerts/Conference/Documents/2015/Speech-Hans-Mind-the-Gap-speech-Korea-

March-2015.pdf̜ 

http://archive.ifrs.org/About-us/IASB/Members/Documents/Hans-Hoogervorst-EAA-Annual-

Conference-11-May- 2016.pdf̛ 

25 ǁǀ Black, Christensen, Ciesielski, and Whipple̖2017̗¦ŕ̘ǞV GAAPŅ��K4�Ȣ�Ī

�ĄÅǒ̘� IFRS�	���̘�Îë%̘�#����Å��ŸC IFRS̘��	�ŗŨ�˂

ËǃĿǛ� non-IFRS̛ȨǻbƁ̘�\ʮĠ �ȒƍŅƒˣǛ� non-GAAP̛ 
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�̘Ğ�}ʶıQK4ƶŃ���©y¾̖c 8-K̜10-KĞ 10-Q̗��̛b4Ǳ

ƶˉəï�Ī�̘Ƞ�Ÿ��čC�\˂ËmÊ̘�&3ţƩİű
T	ř��Ā

�ŭ�ȒƍȩȹƆrǫˀř̛Vb̘4ǱƶˉŃ�əï��:S�ĵ GAAP a˲

ʈ˂ËmŒ���ŭa��b	���̘Ǫ	��ŭʆķ&��NÊ˷�Ğ��

ǭ�*�Ǒĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�ĄĬmÊ̘��]�Dȹ�̘ǯǸ�,þğǵ

ʗ� GAAP ˂Ë��ʷȑ�˲ʈ̘Ǫ&��NÊ£Ũ̜Ÿ��̍Ȇ�ŭ@��Ȓ

ƍȩȹ̛�èF#Ī�̘İű
�ʭƸ�ǔ�Ȓƍűɜ"̘�ĲȤT��+$̛�

"̘ ñəï�ʋĔ�̘ �ŭ�:ǣ�ǔĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�¬�©Ȓƍűɜ"̘

Û˧ˠ+$̘3ɶŤpð�Šzɇƾİű�Ȏ26̛ 

�'9}�ŭŃ�ˁȀĞ�0ʪôbƁ̘ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�	¬Ɵ�a

Ĳ� �̛ǁǀˍĄ�ī�$̖Center for Audit Quality, CAQ̗� 2017AǽŮ��

Ȅ��27̘����ŭŃ�ˁȀą¦ŕʷȑĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�Å��ǭ&Ʉ

ʖ�̖1̗�ÛĆ¯Ɔ0ʪô�òó̖̚2̗9}̍Ȇ̜Įƾ�ŭɭ$ēƀ�òớ

0ʪô:S̘ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂ËƆ¬Ȓƍűɜ&3ţƩF#T��Ā�ŭ�ǫĈ

¦S̘ƯǪ9}ǷƖ�ŭ�Ùaēƀ�	,��ţƩ̛Ǫ�ŭŃ�ˁȀ�Ī�̘ĵ

GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�¬Ȓƍűɜ�	ř�ţƩF#¦Ŕ�ŭ�Ƒæ[Y̘čÈà

�űɜčCę 3ʿĹĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂ËT��Ā�ŭ�ɭ$ēƀƆŨ±ɵ

ȶ̛F#ȋȑ̘�˂ËĞʷȑĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë"̘���pð�ɇƾİű


������������������������������������������������
26 IOSCO (2002), An IOSCO Technical Committee Release: Cautionary Statement Regarding Non-GAAP 

Results Measures�	�ǡĭ̛ 

27 Center for Audit Quality (2018), A Roadmap for Audit Committees �	�ǡĭ̛ 
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Ğ�˲ʈŃ��Rťa�̘�ŭr�
¶ė�Ŋ�"|Ɔøo��ˍĄəï�ǡ

ĭ2˷Ÿ�ʷȑmÊ̘ʆķ�ƚ��ȭ��̘r�
9}ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�

¬Ȓƍűɜ�¶ė�"|¢�ǡĭ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë �̛Ŋ��ŭ¦ŕF#

ĲȤƉƇ�ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�©�ǜɵüÆ̜ ɾüƙȈ3Ɔ�©�Ôàȸư̈

�'F#�ȞĪ̘	"�¬ˆė�øo�"|'�̘B���ǈ×Ć¯ƆĮŚčC

ę�òớb9}İű
bƁ̘ǞVF#Ī�ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�¬�©Ȓƍ

űɜƹ�Ų	ř�Ā�ŭ�ǫĈ�oƆɭ$ēƀ̘ �¬˂ËmÊƹȡʲ&¢ƹ ̘

ąč����Şæ��̘chĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë-	Ÿ��Șɦ̘��č F

#,¥*�¬F�ŭZȒƍˀř�¢ƹ̛�'ʋ	ȿȧŅ5̘İű
�ʭƸĵ

GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë"�ŬÛ̘�¢�ʭƸ GAAP aȒƍ˂Ë�ŬÛ) �

̖Bhattacharya, Black, Christensen, and Larson 2003̗̘Ǫ�ƅē�̘ĵ GAAPa˲

ʈ˂Ë�¢ GAAPa˲ʈ˂ËTơ	�C ̖Bradshaw and Sloan 2002̛̗ 

1.2.2  

9}ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë̘K4ƶŃ�	LǃŃü˙ʍ̛¬�̘ȍK4ƶŃ

��:ǣ�Êȭ̘c Reg. GƆ Reg. S-K̚¬�̘ȍK4ƶŃ�
ï�<�Ǝł̘

c�ť�ĔƆ�K4ƶŃ�
ïaƎł̘ˈĕ}K4ƶŃ���ãŗĵ GAAP a

˲ʈ˂Ë�¬�©Ȓƍűɜ�ʷȑȘɦ��aĊv̚¬L̘ȍ�ť�ʏǡ�ʘŃi

̛̃ 
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̌Ŝy¾��ƙȈ¨K4ƶŃ�>Ƈ3��çɞt28̘Vb̘� 2004 Aa

�İű
Ğ¬FĽɷxLmu�B�ȋ'űɜ�ĹÊȭ̖Freedom of Information 

Act, FOIA̘ ʋǛDĮ�ĹÊȭu̘ 3�ƂǛ FOIA �̗Ŋ&® ʘŃĩ�Ôþ̛

�'G�ÃÃ�
ȋ'űɜ�ĹÊ�Ŋ&ƙȈ�ó® ��ʘŃĩ3Ɔ

¬eÛ̘�è� 2004A̘K4ƶŃ�ǘ}�ãűɜȋvĖ�Å�̘ũȄ� 2004A

<ê�<̌ŜƙȈaʘŃĩ3Ɔ�ŭȝ�eÛ̘�]�ũ�̘IǏ��Ȏ&3T

��ĀK4ƶŃ�̌ŜƙȈ� ī̜"|̜ɦǇƆ¬Òh29̛ 

 èÈ� 2002 AȪʊÊȭÎ'aG̘ñÊȭ 408 ÕvyȘ�30K4ƶŃ�jL

AķÁ�9��|�ŭZ�^̌ŜƙȈ̘�èč ̌ŜƙȈȭ¾ĎË�Ëw�̘b

ñƙȈs��ɝ9�ŭ��Ĕıy¾�ʷȑűɜ�Ȋ˞�̛K4ƶŃ��ŭȒƍ

àº̖Division of Corporation Finance̗�ɝ9ʯɴ�ŭ�Ĕıay¾̖c 8-K̜10-

KĞ 10-Qu̗�ʷȑ̘¸ty¾�̌ŜƙȈ̘K4ƶŃ��9�ŭ�ZaʷȑƟ

	ɏɹ�à09¬ʯɴ�ŭ:ǣʘŃĩ̘bʘŃĩaÔþˡɢ�Ŋ����

\ǔ̘ ʣcÖ´aĪƔ̜ Ń�ˁȀǡĭ�0ʪ̖ Management's Discussion and Analysis̗

9'*ǫĈæˀ�ƅē�ǡĭa�©¹Ï̘Ğ�ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�¬�©Ȓ

ƍűɜ�ʷȑ�¦ŔmŒu�©ȄÏ̛ Îë̘ K4ƶŃ���ʘŃĩ��ó31̖ 1̗

������������������������������������������������
28 ǁǀ Bozanic, Dietrich, and Johnson̖2017̗̘̌ŜƙȈƆʘŃĩ�í�ǅȐƶǀ&3¨

www.sechistorical.org ¤®űƴ̛2Ĥa��űƴ&¨ 1930AĠ&3® b̘�"�Cŉ�̒ Letter 

of Comment̓bĵS��̒Comment Letter̘̓�'¬�ī����̛ 

29 ®�̙www.sec.gove/news/press/2004-89.htm̛ 

30 £ŨÕy&Łſʓƕ̛ 

31 ®�̙https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cffil ingreview.htm̛ 
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�ŭĔɚȉƿ �űɜ�ãʷȑ��ī̖̚2̗�ĳ�ʶıay¾�̘ĲȤɝ

9��¹ÏZƮ¡̘�'��ǘ}>�řɷÅǒ̘��mÊ�Îë��ŭƹ�Ŗɞ

t�32̚ ̖3 ɝ̗9p5ơʘŃĩay¾Zȉ¡�Y�̛�'Ƞ�åƨ�ĳ�ʶ

ıay¾�ZƮ¡̘K4ƶŃ��ĲȤu���^9ñ�ŭ�̌Ŝn	ŮÊ_O

ñ�ŭ�Ȋ@�	Z5ĺǾ̛bȠ��̌Ŝ'ƙ�ƯN:Sģāɏɹ̘ǒK4ƶŃ

���9ñ�ŭ:5̒£>̌Ŝ̓ŉ]�ĩ̛è\ɏɹ̘&�ăȵ�ŭǘ}űɜ

ʭƸę ʭƸþğÆ̘åƨ�ʷȑĞʴǐƚǃý�űɜ̘Ğ�K4ƶŃ�ǷÙ�ŭ

ʷȑ�mß8�ŭ��ʷȑ�mß	���̛ 

��ŭÖ�ʘŃĩ"̘ǁǀ Bozanic et al.̖2017̗aȿȧ̘Îë��ÛmŒ

&�	̖1̗åƨ�eʵK4ƶŃ��:ǣ�ʘŃĩ̛ąč�]�t�&��ƾ

ǭñȭ¾pɎûķK4ƶŃ��ãǭɞtàº̘�'��K4ƶŃ��ǷĬ�ű

ȏ���	ƥ�̘ʌ¬�F#̌Ŝ��ŭĎËȎ�̘&��čK4ƶŃ�NÊ�ű

ȏİ´}Ǖ̋ȭ¾��̘bǁǀƫĄ33̘ ñ̌Ŝ'ƙ�¶ė�>��˅�K4ƶŃ

� 2006A 14%�ǫĈ>�̘Ǫǁǀ 2012A�űƴ34̘ �ŭȒƍàº�ǌ	 80%�


ï�ɞťŜƙȈ̖̚2̗�K4ƶŃ�ʁƑ̘Ȟʂ��ĳ�Ĕıay¾ɝ9

������������������������������������������������
32 K4ƶŃ��ï Shelley Parratt}¬ƎłĔ�̘�ŭÖ�ʘŃĩ"̘��>�řɷ�Å�̘

Îëƹ�ʐßƮĺ�ʶı�y¾̛®�̙

https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/2009/spch110909sp.htm̛ 

33 ǁǀK4ƶŃ�} 2006A:ǣa̒The SEC’s 2006 Audit Report #401̓¦ŕ̘�ŭȒƍàºŢ

	 515�ïÌ̘¬� 80%�àºïÌŁ�̌ŜƙȈ̛ñàº�ǫĈ>�� 1.25˯̘bK4ƶŃ�

qàǫĈ>�� 8.88˯̛ 

34 ®�̙https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cffilingreview.htm̛ 
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ʘŃĩ�ĔƆaɏɹZĺǾ̛�'̘�ŭ�	&��åƨ�˻ɑ�ǥ�Ȟʂ�ʁ

Ȅ̘ɸǢ�ĳÙ|̘K4ƶŃ������å�ñ�ŭ¸ťŜƙȈ̖̚3̗

���ŭr�
Ī�̘K4ƶŃ��¸ťŜƙȈ"�¿	sŵĪ��̘�è�ŭ

&���K4ƶŃ�ǡĭ�Ùʷȑ�˷Ÿ ̛b��ʘŃĩ2ǁ���ī�

ŎÓ�ŭ&3ʷȑT��űɜ̘�èK4ƶŃ�Ƞ��ó�ŭƮ¡�Ĕıy¾a

ʷȑ̘�ŭ��K4ƶŃ�ʁƑ̘ŎÓ�ȋ'ʷȑT�̒ȉƿ űɜ̓�mŒŀ

ǐK4ƶŃ�9ñʷȑ�ɏɹ̘b��T¡�Ĕıay¾�Zaʷȑ̖̚4̗�ŭ

�ǁǀK4ƶŃ�:ǣaʘŃĩ��¼�ĺ¡mÊ9�Ĕı�y¾¸tT¡

̖5̗�ŭ&���óŢ	2ǘ��ĂȣʁȄ̘���ŭv°��űɜĔɚQK4

ƶŃ�̘2ě���<}Ǐ��Ȏ̘�è���ɶŤʛX �űɜp�<̘�ŭ&

3�óŢ	ĂȣʁȄ̛ǁǀK4ƶŃ��ƍɑǒ̖Commission’s Rules of Practice̗

� Rule 83�©Ș�35̘ʯɴ�ŭ&3ĔɚdĨ�©y¾̘¬��£ŨʷȑÔþ�

y¾̘bèǔy¾B�pC}̌ŜƙȈ��̘�̌ŜƙȈÒȱG̘ñuy¾�ĲȤ

pȟʥĞ�ʼ)Qñ�ư̆¬��	r'ĺɾ̜ʴǉĞʝˌƚ�ƹʛXÔþ�÷�

̖Redacted Version̗̘ �\÷����̌ŜƙȈ£>Gp�ÿķ�<�Ĵ̖ EDGAR̗

Q�Ȏİű
̛ 

bȠñ�ŭåƨeʵK4ƶŃ�aʘŃĩ̘ǒ�ŭȝĲȤ� 10?Ô¸te

ʵ̛K4ƶŃ���ŭa|��ń�eʵ'ƙ̘�ĉĶ�ĀũK4ƶŃ��	�

ɏɹ̘ñ�ŭ��Ö�̒N¬Fƅĭ̖No Further Comment̗̓�i¾̘ĩG��

������������������������������������������������
35 ®�̙https://www.sec.gov/foia/conftreat.htm̛ 
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ʘŃĩ3Ɔ�ŭȝaeʵ�p�ÿķK4ƶŃ� EDGAR Ģƫ��̘ɚ�Ȏİ

ű
ʭƸƆčC̛�]�ƙȈ̘&3IK4ƶŃ�ȃĂ�ŭ��	ª�m�̘ˈ	

ƼõȘɦĔıy¾̘Ǫ�&3ȋ'ʘŃĩħi�ń̘IK4ƶŃ�T��Ā

�ŭ�ǫĈɭ$3ƆŞæȩȹ̛ 

K4ƶŃ�ɞťŜƙȈ�ƌȲ�ÃÃƌʩ̘ȭ¾ĎË�Ç0́�̛ǁǀK

4ƶŃ�ōműƴ36̘� 2017 A�ą�ɝ9 4,200 |ȅȫ��<:t�ŭ¸ť

ŜƙȈ̛Ǫǁǀ¬Fȿȧ¦ŕ̘K4ƶŃ�9¬ʯɴ�ŭ�:5�ʘ�ĩƌȲ�

��f 2̘002Aķ 2012A�̌ŜƙȈ��̘	L0a��̌ŜƙȈ	:5ʘŃi

̘̃ b� 2013 A̘ �ǌ	 54%�̌ŜƙȈƾǭ�ŭpļ^5ơʘŃĩ37̘ � 2005

ķ 2014A|̘âȼj���ĄAÆ�	�ǌ 40%��ŭÖ�ʘ�ĩ̘bjAi

̃�ĎË�ʕɱ} 4,000ķ 8,000ɿ38 39̘�èŊ�yʦ�ɝ9K4ƶŃ�:ǣa

ʘŃĩ¸tȿȧ̘�'��ɝ9� GAAP a˂Ë	©aȄÏ̘Ğę�ļ^�<

:t�ʘŃiÔþ¸tǡĭ̘9}ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�©aȄÏ̘�ƹÁ


Zʏǡ̛ 

������������������������������������������������
36 SEC, Agency financial report fiscal year 2017̘ 

®�̙https://www.sec.gov/files/sec-2017-agency-financial-report.pdf̛ 

37 ǁǀ Bozanic, Dietrich, and Johnson̖2017̗aƫĄ̘� 2013A̘ǌ	 54%�̌ŜƙȈčʯɴ�

ŭļ^p5ơʘŃĩ̛ 

38 Heese, Khan, and Ramanna̖2017̗¦ŕ̘� 2012Aķ 2014A|̘âȼ�A�	ǌ 40%��ŭ

Ö�ʘŃĩ̛ 

39 ɯ˴Ƭ̖ 2002 ¦̗ŕ̘� 2012Aķ 2014A|̘jAʘŃĩ�ĎË�ǌɱ} 4,000ķ 8,000ɿ̛ 
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�'c�ť�Ȇ̘ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂ËéA�Ëw�̘bèǔʮĠ �˂

ËmŒ����pˎS� 8-Ky¾��̘�è̘K4ƶŃ�ɝ9ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ

˂Ë�̌ŜƙȈ�ʰɨw�̘9�ŭ:ź�ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë	©�ʘŃĩ

�ÃÃ�̛ǁǀ Audit AnalyticsƫĄ̘ąč�:5�ʘŃĩÂĎË�Ț̘��

ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�ʘŃĩ˅¢Úʰņ�Ħ̛Ǫ�	ƫĄ:S40̘ �ĵ GAAP

a˲ʈ˂Ë�ʘŃĩ�qà�ʘŃĩ��̘˅¢�2f�̛�è�#&3:S̘

K4ƶŃ�9}ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�ÃÃªð̛�#���©űƴŨ�}¦

3�É 1��̛¦ 3ȍ��	y¾̖8-K̜10-KƆ 10-Q̗�̘	pK4ƶŃ�5ơ

�ĵ GAAP �©aĎË3ƆqàsÏʘŃĩ�ĎË̘3Ɔdę|�¢Ȳ̘ƯǪ

�¬ˢǦ>ƊĸÉcÉ 1̘ �#&3¨É 1��Ɗĸ:S̘� 20163Ɔ 2017A�

ĵ GAAP�©ȄÏ�˅¢ÃÃ�̘�ƶv�K4ƶŃ�9ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ë�

©ĝÃÃf̛ 

̖ʡ´¦ 3̗ 

̖ʡ´É 1̗ 

ǁǀ Audit Analytics�0ʪ41̘ ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�ǆ·ƙÆ�K4ƶŃ�

2�ªð�̛ǁǀ Reg. S-K42̘ ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�ǆ·ƙÆ�&f'} GAAP

a˲ʈ˂Ë̘Ȋǒ��ɇƾ�Ȏİű
̘Ǫ� C&DIs43�̘T�%v�āɌǆ·ƙ

������������������������������������������������
40 ƫĄĎǀ�} Deloitte̖2017̗  

41 ®�̙https://blog.auditanalytics.com/trends-in-sec-non-gaap-comment-letters-2016-2018/̛ 

42 ©}ǆ·ƙÆaȄÏ̘} Reg .S-K 10(e)(1)(i)(A)�Șɦ̘¬Åy��Ǳȭʣ&Łſʓƕ̛ 

43 ©}ǆ·ƙÆaȄÏ̘} C&DIsa Q102.10�	�Șɦ̘¬Åy&��ǱȭʣŁſʓƕ̛ 
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Æ�©¹Ï̛ǽʣ%̘Ĕɚ£Ũ�ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂ËaĮ¦̚Ğ�˲ʈȻŚ"

B�ǣ�ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ë̘Úʴǐ� GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë̚ĞĽCƚ�ˎSmŒ

3IʭƸęTþğ��ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂ËmÊ̘ʣcƹ��ŉ±̜ʠ±Ğ˰±

u̚Ğ�ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂ËǴ} GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëa�̚Ğ�ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂

ËˢǦ>¦̘Vb GAAP˲ʈ˂ËÚN̚`Ğę�9}ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�ǡ

ĭ�'} GAAP˂Ë�ǡĭ̛3�uǽʣ̘ˈ�IčCęɇ3�ĵ GAAP˲ʈƹ

�ª�̘¸bŞ(ǆ·ƙÆ�¹Ï̛bʘŃĩ��ɝ9è�à09�ŭ¸tĔ¹̛

�ę̘��ŎÓ�ŭȝĔɚT��űɜ̘3Āɤ�ŭ9}ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ëʷ

ȑmŒaÅ�̘3Ľ�Ȏİű
�¤ T£Ǿaűɜ̛ 

�ę̘K4ƶŃ��9�ŭĄĬĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�mÊ	�īɏ̘ʣc

�ĪƔÖ´"�"J̘� GAAP �Ș��"JƯ��ǭ̘K4ƶŃ����ʘŃ

ĩ��Ĕ¹̘ŎÓ�ŭ&3�T¸�ņ�%v¬ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�ĄĬm

Œ̛`Ğę�*īɏ�ŭ�ĄĬĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë"̘��Ȣ ̜ªɧ Ğǫ

æ�ò�ėɼďǐaÅ��ā̘ɝ9��à0̘C&DIs }¬x 100.01 �ĔƆ44̘

K4ƶŃ�ǞƯĳ9¬ȷľ�ʟǳ̘�ŎÓ�ŭ���ǃĿďǐ"̘&3ȦưĀɤ

¬pďǐaÅ�̛bǁǀ C&DIsx 100.03�ŕ45̘ȠBďǐėɼ̘�ÚNďǐ¬

�©�Öɷ̘�\ďǐǃĿ���ǭ &��ż>İű
pɇƾ�SƳ̘�èȠ	

������������������������������������������������
44 ©}ªɧ ̜�Ȣ Ɔǫæ�òaėɼďǐa�©ȄÏ̘} C&DIsa Q100.01�	�Șɦ̘¬

Åy&Łſʓƕ̛ 

45 ©}ďǐǃĿ�ǭ a�©ȄÏ̘} C&DIsa Q100.03�	�Șɦ̘¬Åy&Łſʓƕ̛ 
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èȩȹ:(̘K4ƶŃ����ʘŃĩ��Î_�ŭ9èďǐǃĿ��ǭ�ȩ

ȹ	�ĺ¸̛ 

�#�É 2�Ũ��ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�©ʘŃRťa"|̛̂�ĵ

GAAPa˲ʈ˂ËaʘŃĩ	©aɦʣ&Łſʓƕ̛ 

̖ʡ´É 2̗ 
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ĵ GAAP˲ʈa˂Ë�ȿȧ̘�ǌ&30>İg ̖Opportunism̗3Ɔűɜ

 ̖Informativeness̗d�˟ɥ̛K4ƶŃ��ģļʤ�Ąô Lynn TurnerĔ�̘ĵ

GAAPa˲ʈ˂ËB�ƺS�ŭŃ�ˁȀ�İg$ŧ̘Ń�ˁȀP!�ʷȑ̘�Ȭ

Ū���ŀÐÚ�ʱŉ�Ĕ46̛ FĪ��ŭr�
�ĽC�Ŗ ʷȑ�mŒ̘Bʷ

ȑ9}�ŭ% �ŀÐ̛īɏİg �3ńȿȧ��̘Bowen, Davis, and 

Matsumoto̖2005̗3Ɔ Elliott̖2006̗��ȿȧ�:S̘r�
	"�	zÉ 

�ãŗĵGAAPa˲ʈ�¬Ȓƍ˂Ë̛ bGuillamon-Saorin, Osma, and Jones̖ 2012̗

��¬ȿȧ�:S̘��ŭrǫ¦Sƹ��"̘r�
�	ɵȶ �ãŗñ�ŭ�

ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ë̛ǁǀ Graham, Harvey, and Rajgopal̖ 2005̗aŗŜ̘F#�:

S��ŭ�GAAP˲ʈƹ�ʬȽ"̘ r�
��'Æ�*ãŗĵGAAP˲ʈ˂Ë̛

Walker and Louvari̖2003̗ɻƖ�ŭ�ʷȑĵ GAAP˲ʈ�Å�̘:S	"��

��Å�� GAAP ˂Ë��ɼìŗŨ�ĵ GAAP ˂Ë��¤Ľmnʷȑñ˂Ë̛

èÈ̘Black and Christensen̖2009̗ʋ:S̘r�
	"�ʿĹĵ GAAPa˲ʈ

�ďǐǃĿ̘�Å�� GAAPĄĬ��Ş(�ɼìØŹ>3ĵ GAAPĄĬ�¤Ľ

�Dȹ̘ʿèƧż5f}0ʪôǷÙ�SƳ̛ 

śĉĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëƹơ	űɜ �ȿȧĪ�̘9}űɜčCębƁ̘ĵ

GAAP˲ʈ�ƹ} GAAP�Ĕɚ�˲ʈűɜTơ	űɜ̐© ̛ Black, Christensen, 

Kiosse, and Steffen̖ 2017 �̗ȿȧǆŕ̘�ŭr�
�ĄĬĵ GAAPa˲ʈ"�Z

������������������������������������������������
46 Dow Jones Newswires, SEC Probes 4 Firms for Possible Abuses for Pro-Forma Results, the Wall 

Street Journal, June 19, 2001. 
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�ŗŨ̘�&3w�˲ʈǧ>ǃĿaűɜēƀ̛F#:S9}ñAÆ%̘��ŗ

ŨǃĿa�ī̘Îë�ƹjA�ªɧďǐ�ǃĿa�ī �̚ǪĽC De Franco, 

Kothari, and Verdi̖ 2011̗9}&¢ƹ �˂ËmŒ:S̘ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ëƹ

�Ŭʳ�ŭɭ$ǫĈȩȹ̘Ǫ�w��¬F�ŭ|�&¢ƹ ̘�è�à0�ĵ

GAAPa˲ʈƆ¬Ȓƍ˂Ë�ơ	űɜēƀ̘bĵzÉɇƾİű�Ȏ� B̛radshaw 

and Sloan̖2002̗ȿȧ�:S̘ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�¢ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë9}

ƅēƆƅʧ�Tơ	�C ̛Johnson and Schwartz̖ 2005̗�Ņ5̘İű
Ư��

���ŭʷȑĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëb	�ɇƾ̛ 

�ʏǡĵ GAAP ˲ʈİg �yʦ�̘	�Áȿȧɝ9üÆȘ��ů�̘9

}r�
İg aYg�Ȋ	ʸü�řh̘�ǔ�yʦ�Ď/�}K4ƶŃ�9

}�ĵ GAAP �˂Ë˲ʈ�ʷȑmŒ	�ɏɹ̘�Ăƻİű
čCñu˲ʈűɜ

"�p�ŭ�ɇƾ̘K4ƶŃ�ˬź�©ÊȭƆȘ�̖c Reg. G3Ɔ�©Ʈ¡ȭ

Reg. S-K Ș̗ɦ�ŭʷȑĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ë�mŒ̛Ŋ�ȿȧ�ʏǡ�©ȘɦÊȭ

9}ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ëaʷȑ�ī�ùǿ̛c Heflin and Hsu̖2008̗̜Nichols 

et al.̖2005̗Ɔ Kolev, Marquardt and McVay̖2008̗�ȿȧ:Sĵ GAAPa˲ʈ

�¬�©˂Ë�ʷȑĎË��<êˎSƃʢ��Ț̛b Bentley, Christensen, Gee, 

and Whipple̖2018̗Ɔ Black, Black, Christensen, and Heninger̖2012̗�¬ȿȧ�

Ņ5̘ąč� Reg. Gʍt3GʷȑĎËȶ��Ț̘�ĩąĵ GAAPa˲ʈ�¬�

©˂Ë�ʷȑĎË`ˎS�ɮ��>�̛èÈ̘Black et al.̖2017̗:Sĵ GAAP

a˲ʈ�¬Ȓƍ˂Ëʷȑ��īĩ. Reg. G�ʍt3ˎSǆ.�>�̛ b Kolev 

et al.̖2008̗��¬ĵ GAAP˲ʈaďǐǃĿ�ȿȧ�:S̘� Reg. Gʍt3G
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ďǐǃĿűɜ�ī��ʚĔĦ̘èÈñȿȧ�ǆŕ̘Reg. G �ʍt�ż>�;�

Å�ďǐǃĿ�ī����ŭƈǳʷȑĵ GAAP a˲ʈ�¬Ȓƍ˂Ë̛Bowen et 

al.̖ 2005 :̗Sĩ.K4ƶŃ�9ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ�¬Ȓƍ˂Ë�©ĝƙÆw�̘

č �ŭ�ʷȑè\Ȓƍ˂Ë�ǆ·ƙÆȄÏ	�ĺǾ̛K4ƶŃ�ʋ� 2011A

:ź C&DIs̘ɝ9 Reg. G ��aȘɦ	ʞÈĀɤ̛Bond, Czernkowski, Lee, and 

Loyeung̖2017̗�:S̘�B� Reg. GʍtG̘ĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�ʷȑ�

ī	�ĔĦ̘K4ƶŃ�� 2011A�:ǣ� C&DIsʋ&3ĔĦĵ GAAP a˲ʈ

˂Ë�ʷȑ�ī̛ 

ƞ�\ʘŃRťǒ�ȋ'9���ŭ5ơʘŃĩ̛Duro, Heese, and 

Ormazabal̖2019̗ļňɝ9�K4ƶŃ�<ê�ʘŃĩaÔþ�ÿ��<âš

�ɚ�Ȏİű
čC̘9}ű�Ć¯�ŬÛZȿȧʏǡ̛F#:S̘�K4ƶŃ�

} 2004Aļ^�ʘŃĩ�ÿķ EDGARG̘ű�Ć¯9è�ŬÛǆ.w�̛Ǫ

ǁǀ Cunningham, Schmardebeck, and Wang̖2016̗aȿȧ̘F#:S��ŭÖ�

�K4ƶŃ�aʘŃĩ̘�č ñ�ŭȞ½ƹfaɣŋĽȲ̘Ǫ Johnston and 

Petacchi̖2012̗:S̘İű�Ȏ9}ʘŃĩ�Ş(aűɜˈ	�ŬÛ̘ą	Ö

�K4ƶŃ��5ơaʘŃĩĠ¦�ŭʷȑ��īƹǋ̛Bozanic et al.̖2017̗

ǒĪ�̘ǞVĆ¯Ī�Ö�ʘŃĩ����Ȕɜ̘�9�ŭGĶ�űɜʷȑÚ�

	¡ßţƩ̘�F#�ȿȧ�:S���ŭ�Ö�ʘŃĩb�ã¬ʷȑ̘�čű

ɜ�9Ǜ �Ț̘ 9İű
aűɜȋvÆ�	��ã̛ �'̘ � Johnston and Petacchi

̖2012 �̗ȿȧ��:S̘ǞVĆ¯�9ʘŃĩ	�ŬÛ̘�9�ŭr�
GĶ

�Z5��Ŗ ʷȑa�īƯNùǿ̛b�ʏǡʘŃĩ9ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ë�
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ȿȧ��̘Gomez et al.̖2017̗�¬ȿȧ�ɻƖK4ƶŃ�9���ŭ:ǣ�ĵ

GAAP˲ʈ˂ËaʘŃĩ̘9}űɜƷǟ�ùǿ̛¬ȿȧmÊȍ�ʘŃĩ_Ô

þ˃0>ä�]�Ǘ±̘b0ǔmŒȍƼõʘŃĩ��ĔƆ�ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂

Ë��ó�ä��©ȄÏ̘0��̙̖1̗�ŨĨĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂ËaɼɷĮ¦ʴ

ǐ̖̚2̗�ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ëŗĥķ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë̖̚3̗9}�ʷȑa

ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂ËaʞÈĀɤ̖̚ 4 Ʈ̗¡ĵ GAAPa˲ʈƆ¬�©Ȓƍűɜaˎ

SmŒ̘0�ɻƖ�Ö�ñuʘŃĩG̘�ŭ�ʷȑ�ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂ËƆ¬

�©ȒƍűɜŞ(�űɜƷǟaĺ̛ñȿȧ:S̘9}�ŨĨĵ GAAP ˲ʈa

ɼɷĮ¦ʴǐ�č űɜ�9Ǜ �Ħ̘Ǫĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëaűɜǂȵ ��

Ț̛b�¬F]�Ǘ±��ˈ�ǆ.̘9}űɜ�9Ǜ Ɔűɜǂȵ ˈNùǿ̛

F#Ī�̘���ŭr�
ȻǛĵ GAAP ˲ʈ�¬�©Ȓƍűɜ 3ĔɚTơ	

űɜēƀa�Ê�ǭ̘9}K4ƶŃ��Z©}ĵ GAAP ˲ʈƆ¬�©Ȓƍ˂Ë

aȘɦ&�	�ːˊ̛ 

ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ�¬�©Ȓƍ˂Ë̘ƹp̎Ɠ�à0��j|�ŭĄĬamŒ

	���̘9}¢ƹ�ŭ��ŭa|&�ǆ	ȓ¥̛ʘŃg©Ī�ĵ GAAP a˲

ʈȍcè�ơ&¢ƹ aȒƍ˂Ë̘&��ƾǭ9}ȒƍűɜčCęaɇƾ̛Ǫǁ

ǀ Bhattacharya et al.̖ 2003 3̗Ɔ Bradshaw and Sloan̖ 2002 Ğ̗� Black et al.̖ 2012̗

uˈ�¬ȿȧ�Ņ5̘İű
9}ĵ GAAP˲ʈaŬÛ̘ƹ9 GAAP˲ʈaŬÛ

) �̘�èİű
cā¡ȃ̜�pɇƾ�čCñuűɜ�T�ª�̛ 
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ÎëʘŃg©�ũ��ʍƚǃʘŃRť"̘ąȍŎÓ&3Ăˌİű�Ȏ̘Āũ

F#Ī�Ûʫ3¸ņaứĵ GAAP ˲ʈ&�ƹ�ơ	&¢ƹ ̘��}Ĝ6

�ŭ�ʷȑ�ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëűɜˈ	���̘b Bozanic et al.̖ 2017̗Ņ5K

4ƶŃ��:ǣ�ʘŃĩ&w¸�ŭĩG�űɜ ̘Ǫ Chen et al.̖2017̗ʋŅ

5ʘŃĩ&3ĔĦĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëaűɜ�ī̛�è�#Ī�K4ƶŃ�9

���ŭ:ǣ�ĵGAAP˲ʈ˂Ë�©aʘŃi̘ �ǉÁ�ŭa|�ʷȑĵGAAP

a˲ʈ˂Ë"�ơ&¢ƹ �SƳ̛�è�#:ƺ�Ŷ% 1ac�̙ 

Ŷ% 1a̙�¬FÕ¾��̘Ö��ĵ GAAP˲ʈ	©aʘŃĩ̘���

ŭʷȑaĵ GAAP˲ʈa&¢ƹ ˎS¡ß©ơ̏ 

Johnston and Petacchi̖ 2012̗�ȿȧŅ5̘ʘŃĩ9�ŭr�
GĶ�Za

�Ŗ ʷȑƯNùǿ̛Ǫ�3ń&¢ƹ aĺ�ȿȧ̖c Yip and Young 2012̚

Cascino and Gassen 2015̗ˈƹ.ª���ĄƄǒaŸC�̘�Ȋ�ż>İű
ű

ɜčC��ǋɈ̘ ���#�ȿȧ��̘ ˈĕ}ŸCK4�ü���ĄƄơ̌ GAAP

�ƫ���ĄĢƫ̘���Ƅǒ��ùǿ&¢ƹ �Å�̘ÛB	Ĝ�ŭ��ɐa

���Şæ�rɔM¾̜�ŭ��±īǋɈĞ��ŭ�åƨa�Ąǜɵ��u̘Ǫ

Ƽ De Franco et al.̖2011̗aȿȧ̘&¢ƹ ȍ�ŭ�ĄĢƫ�Ş(aǋɈ̛��

�ĵ GAAP 	©aʘŃĩ��̘���Ǭˈ��pĔƆĞ�	�ɏɹaȄÏ̘

�è�ŭ�ʷȑa GAAP˲ʈ�&¢ƹ ̘Û��½�ĵ GAAP˲ʈ	©aʘŃ

ĩùǿ̘Š�#Ī�̘��ŭÖ��ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ	©aʘŃĩ"̘Û9¬

�ŭa GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ƯNùǿ̘Ǫ�ȉãŶ% 1a̘Š�#:ƺŶ%

1bc�̙ 
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Ŷ% 1b̙�¬FÕ¾��̘Ö��ĵ GAAP˲ʈ	©aʘŃĩ̘��

9 GAAP˲ʈa&¢ƹ 	�ùǿ̛  
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P
G

3.2.1  

�#ʇC De Franco et al.̖ 2011 a̗mŒ˂Ë&¢ƹ 47̛ ǁǀñyʦ¦ŕ̘

Ƞd|�ŭ��ǧ�� ī�rɔM¾�̘Ǫ�ĄĢƫú�mŒȠ��ǯ̘ǒĠ¦

ÞmȒƍĮ¦�&¢ƹ ƹf̛b�ŭčC�ĄĢƫú�rɔM¾̘ƯǪŞ5Ȓƍ

Į¦at�̘&C�Ɣ�Œ¦Ŕ̛ 

F/Si=fi(Economic Eventsi)……̖1̗ 

Œ̖2̗ȍ� i�ŭx tÙ3a� 16Ʀ�ȕŐĮ˼Ȳ̖Returnit̗3Ɔ�Ą˲

ʈ̖Earningsit̘jȕ˲ʈǐ3ȕŐĆē̗¿´̘ƯǪ 5	α$i �β% i̘ 3Ġ¦ i�ŭa

�ĄĢƫ̛ 

Earningsit = αi + βiReturnit + εit……̖2̗ 

�Œ̖3̗�̘�ęĪ��Returnit��rɔM¾�Ġ�Ď̘�ñrɔM¾:

(̘Ǫȋ'ñ�ŭa�ĄĢƫú�̘ą& 5ǷÙ˲ʈ̖E(Earnings)iit̛̗ 

E(Earnings)iit =	α$i + β%iReturnit……̖3̗ 

������������������������������������������������
47 Black, Christensen, Ciesielski, and Whipple̖2018̗�ȿȧ�̘ʋĽC De Franco et al.̖2011̗&

¢ƹ aĬÊĄĬĵ GAAP˲ʈa&¢ƹ ̛ 
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��̘��ʧĄ5�Ş(aǷÙ˲ʈ��ǯƙÆ̘� i�ŭ�:(a��rɔ

M¾̖Returnit̗¿´Œ̖4̗�̛ąĠ¦Ƞx j|�ŭx tÙ:(�Returnitarɔ

M¾̘ǒ j�ŭ�čCF#��ĄĢƫ̖α$j � β%j̗Ş(5E(Earnings)ijtaÒh̛ 

E(Earnings)ijt = α$j + β%jReturnit……̖4̗ 

De Franco et al.̖2011̗� i̜j�ŭa|�&¢ƹ ̘�Ǒ�� 16Ʀ�̘i̜j

�ŭǷÙ˲ʈaǋɈ̘Ǫ�ñ˂Ë®ȥČ3Ļŵʀ̘�èŞ(�3�&¢ƹ ˂Ë

amƙŒ̙ 

Comparabilityijt=- 1
16
×∑ 'E(Earningsiit)-E(Earningijt)'t

t–15 ……̖5̗ 

�Œ�̘E(Earningsiit)Ġ¦̘� tÙ̘irɔM¾:(̘ǁǀ i�ŭa�ĄĢƫ

�Ş(a˲ʈ̚E(Earningijt)ǒĠ¦̘� tÙ̘irɔM¾:(̘ǁǀ j�ŭa�Ą

Ģƫ�Ş(a˲ʈ̛�Œ̖5̗ĎƀÃ�̘ǒĠ¦ i̜j�ŭa|&¢ƹ Ãf̛b

ƛ9�å®mŒ��Ȋ��ǯŞæ̖SIC code 2-digit̗̘Ǫ�ĄAÆÒȱaÄĨ�

Ȋ���ÄĨ̛Ý.̘�jAÆx i|�ŭ���Şæ��	�ŭa&¢ƹ ďȈ

G̘å®&¢ƹ �ä�aâȼ3Ɔ&¢ƹ a�ÑĎ3��˂ËaƼǀ̛ 

3.2.2  

 �ɻƝŶ% 1a�ŭÖ�ʘŃĩ�Ȋ�9¬ĵGAAP˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ 	

�ĔĦ̘3ƆŶ% 1b�ŭÖ�ʘŃĩ�Ȋ�9¬ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ 

	�ùǿ̘�#ƉƇ3�ǵƪ̙ 

COMPit= α+ β1 POSTit+βn CONTROLit+ εit……̖5̗ 
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 }Ŷ% 1a �̘COMPitĠ¦ i �ŭ} t Ùaĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ̚

POSTit� i �ŭ} t ÙÖ��ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂ËaʘŃĩ̘�dA̖äA̗a

POSTit� 0̘GdA̖äA̗aPOSTit� 1̛ 

 }Ŷ% 1b �̘ COMPitĠ¦ i�ŭ} tÙa GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ̚ POSTit

� i�ŭ} tÙÖ��ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂ËaʘŃĩ̘�dA̖äA̗aPOSTit�

0̘GdA̖äA̗aPOSTit� 1̛ 

 �#Łſ�Francis, Pinnuck, and Watanabe̖ 2014 Ɔ̗Cascino and Gassen̖ 2015̗

ayʦ̘å®��&¢ƹ ĄĬ	©aȸüĎ̘cȟƱÖ´ƒƄǋ̜ǫæ[YS

ö«ËaƒƄǋ̜ȟƱÖ´>�Ȳ̜ǫæ[YSö«Ë̜Ćē9ɍ�ēƀ¢Ȳ̜ű

ŞĮ˼Ȳ̜ȥ˫¢Ȳ̜�ŭȘǵ̜:(ǨɼagȲ3Ɔ�Ȋ�ä��ĄôMƍ��

Ŝɭ̘�'��yʦ�Ưĳ9ȸüĎamß	�ǷÙ̘Ǫĳ9ȸüĎ	ʞÈa

ǡĭ̘�è�#��Ʋȿȧ��̘ʋ�ǷƖȸüĎamß̛£ŨaĎ�Ǒ&Ł

ſ¦ 1̛ 

̖ʡ´¦ 1̗ 
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�#ʇC Gomez et al.̖2017̗�å®mÊ̘�]�.ª�ɝ9˲ʈȻŚ"�

:ǣĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂ËaʘŃĩ�̘���ɝ9K4ƶ�9 8-K y¾��ĵ

GAAP ˲ʈ�¬�©Ȓƍ˂Ë�5ơaʘŃĩ̛¬�̘��� Louis, Robinson, 

and Sbaraglia̖ 2008̗Ɔ Davis and Tama-Sweet̖ 2012̗}ň�aȿȧ:S̘�ƹ}

10-KĞ 10-Qy¾̘İű
�˲ʈȻŚ"�ƹ	řȲ�¤ űɜ̘ƯǪ9Ć¯�Z

5�ŬÛT�̚�ę̘Black et al.̖2017̗ň�	©}ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂Ë�ȿȧ

��.ª}˲ʈȻŚ̘��ĵ GAAPa˲ʈ˂ËÎë�pʷȑ} 8-K	©˲ʈȻ

Ś�y¾��̛ 

ļň̘�#å®� Compustatűƴˑ� 2000Aķ 2017Aa�ŭűƴ̛b&¢

ƹ ĄĬaűƴȍ¨ I/B/E/Sűƴˑ��® ̘�è�#�ñűƴˑ�NÊĄĬ&

¢ƹ �ŵʀƀʴǐ̘b��&¢ƹ ˂Ë�ĄĬmŒ̘ȍ�® � 16 Ʀ�ĵ

GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ë�űƴ̘�è�ʴǐŷŊ�ɂ˖ƀ̛ȸüĎaűƴȍ¨ I/B/E/S

űƴˑ3Ɔ CRSPűƴˑ�® ̘�#ʋ�ɂ˖ƀʴǐ̛ 

Ý.̘�#čC Audit Analytics�ʘŃĩaűƴˑ̘˽Ī5�	�ĵ GAAP

a˲ʈ˂ËǪɝ98-K˲ʈȻŚay¾b:ǣ�ʘŃĩ̛ �]�Ù|�Ǒ�2000

Aķ 2017 A̛ǞVK4ƶŃ�} 2004 An}¬űƴˑ��<ʘŃĩaÔþ̘

����ŵʀ�GAÆa¢ƹ̘�è�2³�]��Ǒ� 2000A<ê̛ 
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�ę̘�#å�j�ʯɴ�ŭ2�<êÖ�ʘŃĩ�AÆ��]�J48̘ Ö

��ʘŃĩaGdA̖äA̗ð�Ö�G̖POST=1̗̘b¬�dA̖äA̗ð

�Ö��̖ POST=0̛̗ 3�GdAa]�%̘Ƞ�|ʯɴ�ŭ} 2009AƆ 2013

AȼÖ��ĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂ËaʘŃĩ̘ǒ�#��]�å®.ª} 2009A�

Ö��ʘŃi 2̘007AƆ 2008A�Ö��̖POST=0̗̘ 2009AƆ 2010Aǒð�

Ö�G̖POST=1̗̘ b 2013A�àĨ��¨ŵʀƀ�ʫ3ʴǐ̘�è��|�ŭ

2��ŵʀƀą� 4�ŵʀƀ49̛ �'���Tɓư��5¬Ė̘�è�#ǐ�

ŵʀ�GdAaĖ̘ʋ�ŵʀÖ�ʘŃĩ�GäAaùǿ̛ 

̖ʡ´¦ 2̗ 

������������������������������������������������
48 �ǁǀ Gomez et al.̖2017̗as�ȿȧ̘ȍ®Ö�ʘŃĩa�GƘƦ3��s�ŵʀ]�̘

�è�#ʋåƨ®C�GdA��s�ŵʀa]�̛ 
49 ��#Ī�̘�ŭ�Ö�x�ɿ�ĵ GAAP˲ʈ	©aʘŃĩ̘Ûą�Z5Ÿ�aĺǾ̘Ǫ

�9GĶ�Ö��ĵ GAAP˲ʈ	©aʘŃĩ̘ʘŃĩ�ż>aùǿÛñ�ƹ�̘�è�#

åƨʴǐ���ŭx�ɿ3ÈaʘŃĩa]�̛ 
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A

 ¦ 3 �ʘŃĩaĎËƫĄ̘2ȅȍ�ǱŁ�˦Ʉaŵʀƀ̘x�˱�x�

^Ö��ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ë	©aʘŃiaŵʀƀ̘dęaǋʞȍ&ȊĄĬ&¢

ƹ ̛¨¦ 3�É 3�̘�#&3:S 2005 A� 2016AaŵʀƀĎËƹf̘&

��Å�ȍ�� 2004 A"ļ^�ʘŃĩ�ÿķ�<âšɚİű
ʭƸ̘Ǫ�

2003A Reg. Gê�ʍ̘�èŵʀƀ&��Ǎ�}�ťa"Ừbķ} 2016Aa

à0̘�#Ī�ĞŊȍ�� C&DIs� 2016A	ª�aT�̘9}ĵ GAAP a˲

ʈ˂ËaʷȑmÊ	T��Șɦ̘K4ƶŃ�	Tvȃ�mßŚ_�ŭaĵ

GAAP˲ʈaʷȑɏɹ̘�èK4ƶŃ�� 2016A&���Șǵ�ɝ9�ŭʷȑ

aĵ GAAP˲ʈ¸ťŜƙȈ¸b5ơʘŃĩ̛ 

̖ʡ´¦ 3̗ 

̖ʡ´É 3̗ 

¦ 4 ȍ3dA�ʣaĀɤĎƆ¬�ȸüĎa�©ȍĎ¦̛¦ 5 ��Gd

A�ƶǵƪăȆƫĄ¦̘�#�ŵʀƀƥ��	Ł�ų¬˦Ʉǵƪaà0̘ăȵ

âȼĎ̜ƒƄǋ̜x�ä0ÑĎ̜�ÑĎ3ƆxLä0ÑĎ̛�"�ɶŤƠȝƀa

ùǿ̘Š�#čCŰǩĖú�ŵʀƀ�� 1%3�3Ɔ 99%3GaƠȝƀ̛ 

 pĀɤĎ�à0̘ �#&3:Sĵ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ̖ NG_COMP̗

�ÑĎƹGAAP˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ̖ G_COMP �̗ÑĎf̘ b¬ƒƄǋ�ƹGAAP

aƒƄǋ +̛dęŵʀƀ�ǋȍ���#�ú� GAAP &¢ƹ "̘¨ĵ
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GAAP &¢ƹ aŵʀȖ�å®̘Ǫ� GAAP &¢ƹ ��ʋ	ɂ˖ƀ̘�è�

	�E�ǋɊ̛ĀɤĎ̖ POST_2 a̗à0̘���#3Ö�ʘŃi�dA� 0̜

Ö�ʘŃiGdA� 1̘�èâȼĎ� 0.553ĕ¡ëɦǇƠ̂ 

 ȸüĎaà0̘ ȟƱƒƄǋ̖ STD_SALE a̗âȼĎ�0.037̜ �ÑĎ�0.025̜

ƒƄǋ� 0.041̚ǫæ[YSö«ËƒƄǋ̖STD_OCF̗aâȼĎ� 0.023̜�Ñ

Ď� 0.018̜ƒƄǋ� 0.018̘¬dęaɉYʚÆ�ĬW�̛ȟƱ>�Ȳ

̖SALE_GRWTH̗aâȼĎ� 0.123̜�ÑĎ� 0.067̜ƒƄǋ� 0.400̚ǫæ[

YSö«Ë̖OCF̗âȼĎ� 0.080̜�ÑĎ� 0.084̜ƒƄǋ� 0.088̚ǨɼgȲ

̖LOSSPROB à̗0�âȼĎƆƒƄǋˈ� 0.296̜ �ÑĎ� 0.188̘ &3� 5�

à0�ŭ:(Ǩɼ�gȲ+} 50%̛Ǫ� BIG4ax�̜Lä0ÑĎƆ�ÑĎˈ�

1̘Ġ¦��Ď��ŭ�Ĺä��ĄôMƍ��Ŝɭ̛ 

̖ʡ´¦ 4̗ 

̖ʡ´¦ 5̗ 
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A

 c�ť�Ȇ̘�#�Òh0>�GdAaùǿ��GäAaùǿ̛b�#&3

¨¦ 6 �:S��GdAaȿȧ�̘POST Ď� COMP ˎSǆ.¡�©̘Ǫ�

1%aǆ.{Ƅ̘Ũ±ǵƪ�ŗŨG R âm� 0.346̛�ƶv���ŭÖ��ĵ

GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë�©aʘŃĩ"̘�č �ŭaĵ GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢

ƹ 	�ĔĦ̘%vK4ƶŃ��èǃ9}ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂ËaʘŃRť�	�

řh�̘�K4ƶŃ�9}ɞťŜƙȈƆ:ǣʘŃĩ�Ŀƒ�ǭ̛ 

 �Ö�ʘŃĩGdAaĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ƹÖ��dAa&¢

ƹ f5 0.1̛b}¬ȸüĎ�̘�#&3:Sǫæ[YSö«ËaƒƄǋ3Ɔ

ǨɼgȲˎǆ.ȥ�©̘bǫæ[YSö«Ë�Ćēɍ�ēƀ¢�ǆ.¡�©̛�

Ġ¦���ŭ�ǫæ[YSö«ËÃ�ǪÃɮ�̘9}ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢

ƹ �	¡ßùǿ�̘Ǫ��ŭ:(ǨɼgȲƹf"̘�9ñ�ŭĵ GAAP ˲ʈ

˂Ëa&¢ƹ 	Ŭßaùǿ̛ 

 ¦ 6 �ʋ	ăȵŵʀ�GäAa˦ɄÒh̛}�GäAaÒh��ˎSǆ.

¡�©̘%v���ŭÖ�ʘŃĩGäAaĵ GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ �ƹ

Ö��äAf5 0.106̘ǆ.{Ƅ� 5%̜Ũ±˦ɄŒŗŨG Râm� 0.369̛bȸ

üĎ�̘��GdAaà0��̘̅ȥ˫¢Ȳ̜�ŭȘǵ3Ɔ�Ȋ�ä�Ŝɭ�

ǆ.̛ȥ˫¢Ȳ�ˎǆ.ȥ�©̘Ġ¦ȥ˫˅ÂűŞÃ�̘ñ�ŭaĵ GAAP ˲

ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ �ƹǋ̚�ŭȘǵˎǆ.¡�©̘Ġ¦��ŭȘǵÃ�"̘ĵ

GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ąÃf̛ 
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̖ʡ´¦ 6̗ 

˒×�Ȇaǡĭ̘Ŷ% 1a �Ɲƶ̘�¬FÕ¾��̘Ö��ĵ GAAP˲

ʈ	©aʘŃĩ̘���ŭʷȑaĵ GAAP˲ʈa&¢ƹ ˎS¡ß©ơ̏ 

b�GAAP&¢ƹ �̘ �#&3:SNĭ��GdAĞę��GäA̘ POST

ˈˎS�ǆ.aÒh̘Ũ±˦ɄŒaŗŨG Râm0�� 0.436� 0.429̘�èŶ

% 1b� ��Ɲƶ̘�¬FÕ¾��̘Ö��ĵ GAAP˂Ë	©aʘŃĩ̘

��9 GAAP&¢ƹ 	�ùǿ50̛ 

������������������������������������������������
50 � GAAP&¢ƹ a]�¢ĵ GAAP &¢ƹ a]�ƹÁ̘Å�ȍ���#�¨ĵ GAAP˲

ʈ��̇å5 GAAP&¢ƹ a]�̘Š GAAP&¢ƹ a]��ƹÁ̛ 
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 ǐ�Ȇ�ƶÒhaÈ̘�#ƞÈ�ɝ9¬�ƶÒhZ�ɮƤ Ɩ²̘¦ 8 �

�#čCǗɟ0ʪ̖One Way Cluster by Firm̗Ɩ²�ȿȧa˦ɄŒ̘¬Òh��
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GAAP a˲ʈ˂Ë&¢ƹ �	�w�̚b� GAAP ˲ʈ˂Ëa˦Ʉ��̘Òh

ʋ�s�˦ɄÒh��̘ˈˎS�ǆ.aȩŧ̘Ġ¦��ŭÖ��ĵ GAAP ˲ʈ

˂Ë	©aʘŃĩ"̘¬ GAAP˲ʈ˂Ëa&¢ƹ ��	�ùǿ̛ 

̖ʡ´¦ 8̗ 

 2G̘�#ƞÈ�å® Audit Analyticsűƴˑ��ĵ GAAP ˲ʈƆ¬�©a

Ȓƍ˂ËN©aʘŃĩ51̘ Ǫ�s��ƶ��̘ �]�Ù|�Ǒ� 2000Aķ 2017

A̘ƯǪɝ9 8-K y¾aʘŃĩ��ŵʀƀ̘�'�� 8-K y¾�Îëʒ¹�

ȄÏ�ĵ GAAP ˲ʈƹ	©ȍ̘�è�èɮƤ Ɩ²�ŵʀƀ&��s��ƶa

ŵʀƀ	�ǋɊ̛POSTʋ�Ǒ��GdAƆ�GäA̘pĀɤĎ�s�˦Ʉč
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������������������������������������������������
51 ǪBɝ9�s��ƶǵƪ����ŭ�ʘŃĩ̘3�¢ƹ̛ 
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SIZE 0.033 0.070*** -0.142** -0.061

(1.262) (3.383) (-2.359) (-1.394)

BIG4 -0.071 -0.237*** -0.000 -0.312*

(-0.658) (-2.900) (-0.002) (-1.954)

LOSSPROB -1.287*** -1.256*** -3.972*** -4.182***

(-6.629) (-8.059) (-10.301) (-14.225) 

Constant -1.768*** -0.874* 0.682 -0.050

(-5.762) (-1.951) (1.030) (-0.062)

Industry FE Y Y Y Y 

Observations 1,130 2,000 1,019 1,828 

Adjust R2 0.346 0.369 0.436 0.429 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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� 70(���.ONE WAY CLUSTER/ 

NG_COMP G_COMP 

4# 2  4# 4  4# 2  4# 4  

POST 0.100* 0.106** 0.147 0.155 

(1.667) (2.129) (1.162) (1.328) 

STD_SALE -0.060 -1.291 -2.885 -4.259*

(-0.062) (-1.096) (-0.969) (-1.824)

STD_OCF -12.099** -8.971** -2.004 0.944 

(-2.359) (-2.269) (-0.309) (0.177) 

SALE_GRWTH -0.129 -0.005 0.529** 0.639*** 

(-1.205) (-0.045) (2.299) (2.778) 

OCF 2.345** 2.788*** 1.787 1.328 

(2.232) (2.954) (1.054) (1.003) 

MTB 0.009** 0.005 -0.003 -0.004

(2.105) (1.354) (-0.241) (-0.419)

ROA 0.793 0.437 4.438*** 3.296*** 

(1.350) (1.449) (4.691) (7.213) 

LEV -0.103 -0.312** -0.545 -1.019***

(-0.603) (-2.294) (-1.257) (-2.608)

SIZE 0.033 0.070** -0.142* -0.061

(1.074) (2.307) (-1.712) (-0.982)

BIG4 -0.071 -0.237* -0.000 -0.312

(-0.493) (-1.919) (-0.002) (-1.438)

LOSSPROB -1.287*** -1.256*** -3.972*** -4.182***

(-5.178) (-5.774) (-7.798) (-10.461) 

Constant -1.768*** -0.874*** 0.682 -0.050

(-4.530) (-2.703) (0.779) (-0.077)

Industry FE Y Y Y Y 

Observations 1,130 2,000 1,019 1,828 

Adjust R2 0.346 0.369 0.436 0.429 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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� 80(���.����*�/ 

NG_COMP G_COMP 

4# 6  4# 8  4# 10  4# 6  4# 8  4# 10  

POST 0.094** 0.097** 0.094** 0.093 0.086 0.097 

(2.390) (2.536) (2.543) (1.027) (1.012) (1.193) 

STD_SALE -2.481** -2.219** -2.004** -4.303** -4.499** -5.184***

(-2.118) (-2.070) (-1.969) (-2.192) (-2.422) (-2.931)

STD_OCF -7.152*** -6.350*** -7.414*** 0.334 0.008 0.041 

(-3.060) (-2.941) (-3.660) (0.095) (0.002) (0.013) 

SALE_GRWTH 0.063 0.090 0.117 0.590*** 0.589*** 0.532*** 

(0.618) (0.926) (1.204) (4.038) (4.310) (4.015) 

OCF 2.683*** 2.955*** 2.855*** 1.172 2.155** 2.129** 

(4.119) (5.016) (5.328) (1.308) (2.326) (2.539) 

MTB 0.005* 0.004 0.005** -0.008 -0.010 -0.005

(1.943) (1.558) (1.964) (-0.788) (-0.964) (-0.495)

ROA 0.334 0.359 0.408 2.856*** 2.939*** 2.912*** 

(1.280) (1.403) (1.603) (6.012) (6.076) (6.201) 

LEV -0.506*** -0.514*** -0.528*** -1.309*** -1.188*** -1.265***

(-4.059) (-4.532) (-4.712) (-4.675) (-4.860) (-5.318)

SIZE 0.094*** 0.095*** 0.094*** -0.008 0.016 0.023 

(4.754) (5.230) (5.543) (-0.205) (0.438) (0.691) 

BIG4 -0.196*** -0.218*** -0.197*** -0.379** -0.450*** -0.386***

(-2.638) (-3.220) (-2.936) (-2.345) (-2.905) (-2.580)

LOSSPROB -1.231*** -1.195*** -1.185*** -4.255*** -3.993*** -3.890***

(-9.148) (-9.826) (-10.578) (-16.518) (-17.157) (-17.722)

Constant -0.916** -0.938** -0.931** -0.158 -0.490 -0.587

(-2.036) (-2.091) (-2.090) (-0.196) (-0.645) (-0.791)

Industry FE Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Observations 2,626 3,077 3,395 2,424 2,851 3,158 

Adjust R2 0.358 0.357 0.366 0.42 0.423 0.427 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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� 90���� GAAP,%���'��-�� GAAP,%�!���" 

NG_COMP 

4#2  4#4  

POST -0.029 -0.049

(-0.189) (-0.243)

STD_SALE 5.462 1.710 

(1.053) (0.592) 

STD_OCF 12.483 7.164 

(0.924) (0.830) 

SALE_GRWTH -0.319 0.013 

(-0.744) (0.033) 

OCF 5.478*** 4.748*** 

(3.844) (4.518) 

MTB -0.035* -0.025*

(-1.937) (-1.717)

ROA 2.404*** 1.693*** 

(3.275) (4.033) 

LEV -0.456 -0.821

(-0.810) (-1.636)

SIZE 0.106 0.095 

(1.034) (1.070) 

BIG4 -0.066 -0.106

(-0.211) (-0.343)

LOSSPROB -1.077** -1.615***

(-2.080) (-2.989)

Constant -1.734 -0.390

(-1.554) (-0.385)

Industry FE YES YES 

Observations 261 467 

Adj R2 0.744 0.636 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Earningsit = αi + βiReturnit + εit ……Ò1Ó 

E(Earnings)iit =	α"i + β#iReturnit ……Ò2Ó 

E(Earnings)ijt = α"j + β#jReturnit ……Ò3Ó 

Comparabilityijt=- 1
16
×∑ %E(Earningsiit)-E(Earningijt)%t

t–15  ……Ò4Ó 

y}��� 2016 �¿ÔAmazonÒGVKEY=064768Ó3� i<��� Office 

DEPOT & OfficeMAXÒGVKEY=014624Ó3� j<�Ô)g SICqÅ� 59Ò�

»³ÓÔ��b RU°�Å� 12P 31�× 

|Î�Øz!Ò1Ó�Ôbp�)1<��α:βÔ�lE]i<� 2015 ��b�

·m�×����	α"i� 0.00048773Øβ# i� 0.00080821Ö� j<���Ôα" j

� 0.0107037Øβ#j�-0.00706682× 

8[?
��>(�Õ 

E(Earnings)iit = 0.00048773 + 0.00080821 Returnit……Ò5Ó 

E(Earnings)ijt = 0.01070370 – 0.00706682 Returnit……Ò6Ó 

|Î=Ø? Amazon 2013 /��v 2016 /Z�¨~sÍ±�;NHÒ2Ó�

Ôbp 2013 /��v 2016 /Z�' VÊ¼× 

|Î%Ø? Amazon 2013 /��v 2016 /Z�¨~sÍ±�;NHÒ3Ó�

Ôbp 2013 /��v 2016 /Z�' VÊ¼× 

|ÎZØ?)g+�' VÊ¼NHÒ4Ó�Ôc���)g1��C�B×(
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�E5ËO× 

��?
¢���>(�Õ 

i<� j<� 

Returnit E(Earnings)iit Returnit E(Earnings)ijt A�#��� 

2013�� 0.06226330 0.000538052 0.06226330 0.010263696 0.009725645 

2013�= 0.04202789 0.000521697 0.04202789 0.010406696 0.009884999 

2013�% 0.12585981 0.000589451 0.12585981 0.009814271 0.009224820 

2013�Z 0.27555653 0.000710438 0.27555653 0.008756392 0.008045954 

2014�� -0.15653610 0.000361216 -0.15653610 0.011809912 0.011448696 

2014�= -0.03444170 0.000459894 -0.03444170 0.010947093 0.010487200 

2014�% -0.00720490 0.000481907 -0.00720490 0.010754616 0.010272709 

2014�Z -0.03749530 0.000457426 -0.03749530 0.010968673 0.010511247 

2015�� 0.19896891 0.000648539 0.19896891 0.009297623 0.008649084 

2015�= 0.16659498 0.000622374 0.16659498 0.009526403 0.008904030 

2015�% 0.17922556 0.000632582 0.17922556 0.009437145 0.008804563 

2015�Z 0.32038132 0.000746665 0.32038132 0.008439623 0.007692957 

2016�� -0.12169140 0.000389378 -0.12169140 0.011563671 0.011174293 

2016�= 0.20547803 0.000653799 0.20547803 0.009251624 0.008597824 

2016�% 0.17004835 0.000625165 0.17004835 0.009501999 0.008876834 

2016�Z -0.10442970 0.000403329 -0.10442970 0.011441686 0.011038357 

X´G« -0.009583701

���
¥�,x�abp��Ô©�_ De Franco et al.Ò2011Ó'6�Ô	

bp�D���C�BÔ���^?F" SIC59 <�'�C�B��p�Ô��

e¤Ô2GFTdj�F4Z�'��X´d× 

�
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� GAAP,%+#	��$) 

Uber���+# Non-GAAP,%�	� 

Ò¬��·G�Õ 

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/Q1/Q1-2019-supplemental-
slides.pdfÓ 

Google���+# Non-GAAP,%�	� 

Ò¬��·G�Õ

https://abc.xyz/investor/static/pdf/2019Q1_alphabet_earnings_release.pdfÓ 
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GAAP

<�ÕInternational Paper Company. 

<�Q5ft'0M�Fft'�VÕ8-KÔ2016 7P 28� 

¾{*Ï��'�VÕ2016 9P 22� 

-09LÕhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/51434/000000000016094091/filename1.pdf 

Dear Ms. Roberts:  

We have limited our review of your filing to those issues we have addressed in our 

comments. In some of our comments, we may ask you to provide us with information so 

we may better understand your disclosure.  

Please respond to these comments within ten business days by providing the 

requested information or advise us as soon as possible when you will respond. If you do 

not believe our comments apply to your facts and circumstances, please tell us why in 

your response.  

After reviewing your response to these comments, we may have additional comments. 

Form 8-K Filed July 28, 2016  

1. We note that you describe second quarter 2016 earnings as “strong overall results”

in the headline caption and this appears to refer solely to your non-GAAP results.

In future earnings releases, please include an equally prominent descriptive

characterization of the comparable GAAP results. See Question 102.10 of the

updated Non-GAAP Compliance and Disclosure Interpretations issued on May

17, 2016. In addition, consider whether the term “overall” is appropriate to

describe results that exclude significant expenses.

�
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GAAP

<�ÕHertz Global Holdings Inc.  

<�Q5ft'0M�Fft'�VÕ8-KÔ2016 8P 9� 

¾{*Ï��'�VÕ2016 9P 28� 

-09LÕhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/47129/000000000016095030/filename1.pdf 

Dear Mr. Kennedy:  

We have limited our review of your filing to those issues we have addressed in our 

comments. In some of our comments, we may ask you to provide us with information so 

we may better understand your disclosure.  

Please respond to these comments within ten business days by providing the requested 

information or advise us as soon as possible when you will respond. If you do not believe 

our comments apply to your facts and circumstances, please tell us why in your response. 

After reviewing your response to these comments, we may have additional comments. 

1. You present a full non-GAAP income statement when reconciling non-GAAP

measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures. Please reconcile

without presenting a full non-GAAP income statement in your next earnings

release. See Question 102.10 of the updated Non-GAAP Compliance and

Disclosure Interpretations issued on May 17, 2016.

2. Your computation of free cash flow differs from the typical calculation (cash flows

from operating activities as presented in the statement of cash flows under GAAP,

less capital expenditures). See Question 102.07 of the Non-GAAP Compliance

and Disclosure Interpretations and revise the title of this non-GAAP measure.
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 GAAP

<�ÕAir Products and Chemicals, Inc.  

<�Q5ft'0M�Fft'�VÕ8-KÔ2016 1P 29� 

¾{*Ï��'�VÕ2016 2P 26� 

-09LÕhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/2969/000000000016066442/filename1.pdf 

Dear Mr. Crocco: 

We have limited our review of your filing to the financial statements and related 

disclosures and have the following comments. In some of our comments, we may ask you 

to provide us with information so we may better understand your disclosure.  

Please respond to these comments within ten business days by providing the 

requested information or advise us as soon as possible when you will respond. If you do 

not believe our comments apply to your facts and circumstances, please tell us why in 

your response.  

After reviewing your response to these comments, we may have additional 

comments.  

Form 8-K Filed on January 29, 2016  

1. In your earnings release, we note you provide disclosures that you identify as

“EPS”, “Net Income”, “Operating Income”, and “EPS Guidance” that actually

relate to non- GAAP financial measures. Please revise future disclosures related

to non-GAAP financial measures to not use GAAP terminology when you refer

to non-GAAP financial measures.
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GAAP

<�ÕApache Corporation  

<�Q5ft'0M�Fft'�VÕ8-KÔ2016 8P 4� 

¾{*Ï��'�VÕ2016 9P 22� 

-09LÕhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/6769/000000000016094092/filename1.pdf 

Dear Mr. Riney:  

We have limited our review of your filing to those issues we have addressed in our 

comments. In some of our comments, we may ask you to provide us with information so 

we may better understand your disclosure.  

Please respond to these comments within ten business days by providing the 

requested information or advise us as soon as possible when you will respond. If you do 

not believe our comments apply to your facts and circumstances, please tell us why in 

your response.  

After reviewing your response to these comments, we may have additional 

comments.  

Form 8-K Filed August 4, 2016  

1. We note that the adjustments to arrive at adjusted earnings are presented “net of

tax.” Please present the income tax effects of your non-GAAP adjustments as a

separate adjustment and explain how you calculated the income tax effects related

to these adjustments in your next earnings release. See Question 102.11 of the

updated Non- GAAP Compliance and Disclosure Interpretations issued on May

17, 2016.
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GAAP

<�ÕAbbott Laboratories 

<�Q5ft'0M�Fft'�VÕ8-KÔ2017 1P 25� 

¾{*Ï��'�VÕ2017 3P 29� 

-09LÕhttps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1800/000000000017016024/filename1.pdf 

Dear Mr. Yoor:  

We have limited our review of your filing to the issue we have addressed in our 

comment. In our comment, we ask you to provide us with information so we may better 

understand your disclosure.  

Please respond to the comment within ten business days by providing the requested 

information or advise us as soon as possible when you will respond. If you do not believe 

our comment applies to your facts and circumstances, please tell us why in your response. 

After reviewing your response to the comment, we may have additional comments. 

Form 8-K filed January 25, 2017 Exhibit 99.1  

1. Please refer to the non-GAAP reconciliations of financial information from

continuing operations on pages 14 and 15. For each reconciliation and for each line

item (other than intangible amortization), provide us a schedule of the "specified

items" showing the amount and description of each specified item.
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401(b)

(b) COMMISSION RULES ON PRO FORMA FIGURES.

Not later than 180 days after the date of enactment of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, 

the Commission shall issue final rules providing that pro forma financial information 

included in any periodic or other report filed with the Commission pursuant to the 

securities laws, or in any public disclosure or press or other release, shall be presented in 

a manner that 

(1) does not contain an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material

fact necessary in order to make the pro forma financial information, in light of the 

circumstances under which it is presented, not misleading; and  

(2) reconciles it with the financial condition and results of operations of the issuer

under generally accepted accounting principles. 

408

(a) REGULAR AND SYSTEMATIC REVIEW.

The Commission shall review disclosures made by issuers reporting under section 13(a) 

of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (including reports filed on Form 10–K), and which 

have a class of securities listed on a national securities exchange or traded on an 

automated quotation facility of a national securities association, on a regular and 

systematic basis for the protection of investors. Such review shall include a review of an 

issuer’s financial statement.  

(b) REVIEW CRITERIA.

For purposes of scheduling the reviews required by subsection (a), the Commission shall 

consider, among other factors,  
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(1) issuers that have issued material restatements of financial results;

(2) issuers that experience significant volatility in their stock price as compared to other

issuers; 

(3) issuers with the largest market capitalization;

(4) emerging companies with disparities in price to earning ratios;

(5) issuers whose operations significantly affect any material sector of the economy;

(6) any other factors that the Commission may consider relevant.

(c) MINIMUM REVIEW PERIOD.

In no event shall an issuer required to file reports under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the 

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 be reviewed under this section less frequently than once 

every 3 years.  
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Reg. G Rule 100

(a) Whenever a registrant, or person acting on its behalf, publicly discloses material

information that includes a non-GAAP financial measure, the registrant must accompany 

that non-GAAP financial measure with: 

(1) A presentation of the most directly comparable financial measure calculated and

presented in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP); and 

(2) A reconciliation (by schedule or other clearly understandable method), which shall

be quantitative for historical non-GAAP measures presented, and quantitative, to the 

extent available without unreasonable efforts, for forward-looking information, of the 

differences between the non-GAAP financial measuredisclosed or released with the 

most comparable financial measure or measures calculated and presented in 

accordance with GAAP identified in paragraph (a)(1) of this section. 

(b) A registrant, or a person acting on its behalf, shall not make public a non-GAAP

financial measure that, taken together with the information accompanying that measure 

and any other accompanying discussion of that measure, contains an untrue statement of 

a material fact or omits to state a material fact necessary in order to make the presentation 

of the non-GAAP financial measure, in light of the circumstances under which it is 

presented, not misleading. 

(c) This section shall not apply to a disclosure of a non-GAAP financial measure that is

made by or on behalf of a registrant that is a foreign private issuer if the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

(1) The securities of the registrant are listed or quoted on a securities exchange or inter-

dealer quotation system outside the United States; 

(2) The non-GAAP financial measure is not derived from or based on a measure

calculated and presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles 
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in the United States; and 

(3) The disclosure is made by or on behalf of the registrant outside the United States, 

or is included in a written communication that is released by or on behalf of the 

registrant outside the United States. 

(d) This section shall not apply to a non-GAAP financial measure included in disclosure 

relating to a proposed business combination, the entity resulting therefrom or an entity 

that is a party thereto, if the disclosure is contained in a communication that is subject to 

§ 230.425 of this chapter, § 240.14a-12 or § 240.14d-2(b)(2) of this chapter or § 229.1015 

of this chapter. 

 

Notes to § 244.100: 

1. If a non-GAAP financial measure is made public orally, telephonically, by Web cast, 

by broadcast, or by similar means, the requirements of paragraphs (a)(1)(i) and (a)(1)(ii) 

of this section will be satisfied if: 

(i) The required information in those paragraphs is provided on the registrant's Web 

site at the time the non-GAAP financial measure is made public; and  

(ii) The location of the web site is made public in the same presentation in which the 

non-GAAP financial measure is made public.  

2. The provisions of paragraph (c) of this section shall apply notwithstanding the 

existence of one or more of the following circumstances:  

(i) A written communication is released in the United States as well as outside the 

United States, so long as the communication is released in the United States 

contemporaneously with or after the release outside the United States and is not 

otherwise targeted at persons located in the United States;  

(ii) Foreign journalists, U.S. journalists or other third parties have access to the 
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information; 

(iii) The information appears on one or more web sites maintained by the registrant, so 

long as the web sites, taken together, are not available exclusively to, or targeted at, 

persons located in the United States; or  

(iv) Following the disclosure or release of the information outside the United States, 

the information is included in a submission by the registrant to the Commission made 

under cover of a Form 6-K. 
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Reg. S-K (10)  

(a)Application of Regulation S-K.  

This part (together with the General Rules and Regulations under the Securities Act of 

1933, 15 U.S.C. 77aet seq., as amended (Securities Act), and the Securities Exchange Act 

of 1934, 15 U.S.C. 78aet seq., as amended (Exchange Act) (parts 230 and 240 of this 

chapter), the Interpretative Releases under these Acts (parts 231 and 241 of this chapter) 

and the forms under these Acts (parts 239 and 249 of this chapter)) states the requirements 

applicable to the content of the non-financial statement portions of: 

(1) Registration statements under the Securities Act (part 239 of this chapter) to the 

extent provided in the forms to be used for registration under such Act; and 

(2) Registration statements under section 12 (subpart C of part 249 of this chapter), 

annual or other reports under sections 13 and 15(d) (subparts D and E of part 249 of 

this chapter), going-private transaction statements under section 13 (part 240 of this 

chapter), tender offer statements under sections 13 and 14 (part 240 of this chapter), 

annual reports to security holders and proxy and information statements under section 

14 (part 240 of this chapter), and any other documents required to be filed under the 

Exchange Act, to the extent provided in the forms and rules under that Act. 

(b)Commission policy on projections.  

The Commission encourages the use in documents specified in Rule 175 under the 

Securities Act (§ 230.175 of this chapter) and Rule 3b-6 under the Exchange Act (§ 

240.3b-6 of this chapter) of management's projections of future economic performance 

that have a reasonable basis and are presented in an appropriate format. The guidelines 

set forth herein represent the Commission's views on important factors to be considered 

in formulating and disclosing such projections. 

(1)Basis for projections. The Commission believes that management must have the 
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option to present in Commission filings its good faith assessment of a registrant's future 

performance. Management, however, must have a reasonable basis for such an 

assessment. Although a history of operations or experience in projecting may be among 

the factors providing a basis for management's assessment, the Commission does not 

believe that a registrant always must have had such a history or experience in order to 

formulate projections with a reasonable basis. An outside review of management's 

projections may furnish additional support for having a reasonable basis for a 

projection. If management decides to include a report of such a review in a Commission 

filing, there also should be disclosure of the qualifications of the reviewer, the extent 

of the review, the relationship between the reviewer and theregistrant, and other 

material factors concerning the process by which any outside review was sought or 

obtained. Moreover, in the case of a registration statement under the Securities Act, the 

reviewer would be deemed an expert and an appropriate consent must be filed with the 

registration statement. 

(2)Format for projections. In determining the appropriate format for projections 

included in Commission filings, consideration must be given to, among other things, 

the financial items to be projected, the period to be covered, and the manner of 

presentation to be used. Although traditionally projections have been given for three 

financial items generally considered to be of primary importance to investors (revenues, 

net income (loss) and earnings (loss) per share), projection information need not 

necessarily be limited to these three items. However, management should take care to 

assure that the choice of items projected is not susceptible of misleading inferences 

through selective projection of only favorable items. Revenues, net income (loss) and 

earnings (loss) per share usually are presented together in order to avoid any misleading 

inferences that may arise when the individual items reflect contradictory trends. There 
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may be instances, however, when it is appropriate to present earnings (loss) from 

continuing operations in addition to or in lieu of net income (loss). It generally would 

be misleading to present sales or revenue projections without one of the foregoing 

measures of income. The period that appropriately may be covered by a projection 

depends to a large extent on the particular circumstances of the company involved. For 

certain companies in certain industries, a projection covering a two or three year period 

may be entirely reasonable. Other companies may not have a reasonable basis for 

projections beyond the current year. Accordingly, management should select the period 

most appropriate in the circumstances. In addition, management, in making a 

projection, should disclose what, in its opinion, is the most probable specific amount 

or the most reasonable range for each financial item projected based on the selected 

assumptions. Ranges, however, should not be so wide as to make the disclosures 

meaningless. Moreover, several projections based on varying assumptions may be 

judged by management to be more meaningful than a single number or range and would 

be permitted. 

(3)Investor understanding. 

(i) When management chooses to include its projections in a Commission filing, 

the disclosures accompanying the projections should facilitate investor 

understanding of the basis for and limitations of projections. In this regard 

investors should be cautioned against attributing undue certainty to 

management's assessment, and the Commission believes that investors 

would be aided by a statement indicating management's intention regarding 

the furnishing of updated projections. The Commission also believes that 

investor understanding would be enhanced by disclosure of the assumptions 

which in management's opinion are most significant to the projections or are 
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the key factors upon which the financial results of the enterprise depend and 

encourages disclosure of assumptions in a manner that will provide a 

framework for analysis of the projection. 

(ii) Management also should consider whether disclosure of the accuracy or 

inaccuracy of previous projections would provide investors with important 

insights into the limitations of projections. In this regard, consideration 

should be given to presenting the projections in a format that will facilitate 

subsequent analysis of the reasons for differences between actual and 

forecast results. An important benefit may arise from the systematic analysis 

of variances between projected and actual results on a continuing basis, since 

such disclosure may highlight for investors the most significant risk and 

profit-sensitive areas in a business operation. 

(iii) With respect to previously issued projections, registrants are reminded of 

their responsibility to make full and prompt disclosure of material facts, both 

favorable and unfavorable, regarding their financial condition. This 

responsibility may extend to situations where management knows or has 

reason to know that its previously disclosed projections no longer have a 

reasonable basis. 

(iv) Since a registrant's ability to make projections with relative confidence may 

vary with all the facts and circumstances, the responsibility for determining 

whether to discontinue or to resume making projections is best left to 

management. However, the Commission encourages registrants not to 

discontinue or to resume projections in Commission filings without a 

reasonable basis. 

(c)Commission policy on security ratings.  
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In view of the importance of security ratings (ratings) to investors and the marketplace, 

the Commission permits registrants to disclose, on a voluntary basis, ratings assigned by 

rating organizations to classes of debt securities, convertible debt securities and preferred 

stock in registration statements and periodic reports. Set forth herein are the 

Commission's views on important matters to be considered in disclosing security ratings. 

(1)Securities Act filings. 

(i) If a registrant includes in a registration statement filed under the Securities 

Act any rating(s) assigned to a class of securities, it should consider including: 

(A) Any other rating intended for public dissemination assigned to such class 

by a nationally recognized statistical rating organization (NRSRO) 

(additional NRSRO rating) that is available on the date of the initial filing of 

the document and that is materially different from any rating disclosed; and 

(B) the name of each rating organization whose rating is disclosed; each such 

rating organization's definition or description of the category in which it rated 

the class of securities; the relative rank of each rating within the assigning 

rating organization's overall classification system; and a statement informing 

investors that a security rating is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold 

securities, that it may be subject to revision or withdrawal at any time by the 

assigning rating organization, and that each rating should be evaluated 

independently of any other rating. The registrant also should include the 

written consent of any rating organization that is not a NRSRO whose rating 

is included. With respect to the written consent of any NRSRO whose rating 

is included, see Rule 436(g) under the Securities Act (§ 230.436(g) of this 

chapter). 

(ii) If a change in a rating already included is available subsequent to the filing 
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of the registration statement, but prior to its effectiveness, the registrant 

should consider including such rating change in the final prospectus. If the 

rating change is material or if a materially different rating from any disclosed 

becomes available during this period, the registrant should consider 

amending the registration statement to include the rating change or additional 

rating and recirculating the preliminary prospectus. 

(iii) If a materially different additional NRSRO rating or a material change in a

rating already included becomes available during any period in which offers

or sales are being made, the registrant should consider disclosing such

additional rating or rating change by means of post-effective amendment or

sticker to the prospectus pursuant to Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act (§

230.424(b) of this chapter), unless, in the case of a registration statement on

Form S-3 (§ 239.13 of this chapter), it has been disclosed in a document

incorporated by reference into the registration statement subsequent to its

effectiveness and prior to the termination of the offering.

(2)Exchange Act filings.

(i) If a registrant includes in a registration statement or periodic report filed

under the Exchange Actany rating(s) assigned to a class of securities, it

should consider including the information specified in paragraphs (c)(1)(i)(A)

and (B) of this section.

(ii) If there is a material change in the rating(s) assigned by any NRSRO(s) to

any outstanding class(es) of securities of a registrant subject to the reporting

requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, the registrant

should consider filing a report on Form 8-K (§ 249.308 of this chapter) or

other appropriate report under the Exchange Act disclosing such rating
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change. 

(d)Incorporation by Reference.  

Where rules, regulations, or instructions to forms of the Commission permit incorporation 

by reference, a document may be so incorporated by reference to the specific document 

and to the prior filing or submission in which such document was physically filed or 

submitted. Except where a registrant or issuer is expressly required to incorporate a 

document or documents by reference (or for purposes of Item 1100(c) of Regulation AB 

(§ 229.1100(c)) with respect to an asset-backed issuer, as that term is defined in Item 1101 

of Regulation AB (§ 229.1101)), reference may not be made to any document which 

incorporates another document by reference if the pertinent portion of the document 

containing the information or financial statements to be incorporated by reference 

includes an incorporation by reference to another document. No document on file with 

the Commission for more than five years may be incorporated by reference except: 

(1) Documents contained in registration statements, which may be incorporated by 

reference as long as the registrant has a reporting requirement with the Commission; 

or 

(2) Documents that the registrant specifically identifies by physical location by SEC 

file number reference, provided such materials have not been disposed of by the 

Commission pursuant to its Records Control Schedule (17 CFR 200.80f). 

(e)Use of non-GAAP financial measures in Commission filings. 

(1) Whenever one or more non-GAAP financial measures are included in a filing with 

the Commission: 

(i) The registrant must include the following in the filing: 

(A) A presentation, with equal or greater prominence, of the most directly 

comparable financial measure or measures calculated and presented in accordance 
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with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP); 

(B) A reconciliation (by schedule or other clearly understandable method), which 

shall be quantitative for historical non-GAAP measures presented, and 

quantitative, to the extent available without unreasonable efforts, for forward-

looking information, of the differences between the non-GAAP financial measure 

disclosed or released with the most directly comparable financial measure or 

measures calculated and presented in accordance with GAAP identified in 

paragraph (e)(1)(i)(A) of this section; 

(C) A statement disclosing the reasons why the registrant's management believes 

that presentation of the non-GAAP financial measure provides useful information 

to investors regarding the registrant's financial condition and results of operations; 

and 

(D) To the extent material, a statement disclosing the additional purposes, if any, 

for which the registrant's management uses the non-GAAP financial measure that 

are not disclosed pursuant to paragraph (e)(1)(i)(C) of this section; and 

(ii) A registrant must not: 

(A) Exclude charges or liabilities that required, or will require, cash settlement, 

or would have required cash settlement absent an ability to settle in another 

manner, from non-GAAP liquidity measures, other than the measures earnings 

before interest and taxes (EBIT) and earnings before interest, taxes, 

depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA); 

(B) Adjust a non-GAAP performance measure to eliminate or smooth items 

identified as non-recurring, infrequent or unusual, when the nature of the charge 

or gain is such that it is reasonably likely to recur within two years or there was 

a similar charge or gain within the prior two years; 
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(C) Present non-GAAP financial measures on the face of the registrant's 

financial statements prepared in accordance with GAAP or in the 

accompanying notes; 

(D) Present non-GAAP financial measures on the face of any pro forma 

financial information required to be disclosed by Article 11 of Regulation S-X 

(17 CFR 210.11-01 through 210.11-03); or 

(E) Use titles or descriptions of non-GAAP financial measures that are the same 

as, or confusingly similar to, titles or descriptions used for GAAP financial 

measures; and 

(iii) If the filing is not an annual report on Form 10-K or Form 20-F (17 CFR 

249.220f), a registrantneed not include the information required by paragraphs 

(e)(1)(i)(C) and (e)(1)(i)(D) of this section if that information was included in its 

most recent annual report on Form 10-K or Form 20-F or a more recent filing, 

provided that the required information is updated to the extent necessary to meet the 

requirements of paragraphs (e)(1)(i)(C) and (e)(1)(i)(D) of this section at the time of 

the registrant's current filing. 

(2) For purposes of this paragraph (e), a non-GAAP financial measure is a numerical 

measure of a registrant's historical or future financial performance, financial position 

or cash flows that: 

(i) Excludes amounts, or is subject to adjustments that have the effect of excluding 

amounts, that are included in the most directly comparable measure calculated and 

presented in accordance with GAAP in the statement of comprehensive income, 

balance sheet or statement of cash flows (or equivalent statements) of the issuer; or 

(ii) Includes amounts, or is subject to adjustments that have the effect of including 

amounts, that are excluded from the most directly comparable measure so calculated 
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and presented. 

(3) For purposes of this paragraph (e), GAAP refers to generally accepted accounting 

principles in the United States, except that: 

(i) In the case of foreign private issuers whose primary financial statements are 

prepared in accordance with non-U.S. generally accepted accounting principles, 

GAAP refers to the principles under which those primary financial statements are 

prepared; and 

(ii) In the case of foreign private issuers that include a non-GAAP financial measure 

derived from or based on a measure calculated in accordance with U.S. generally 

accepted accounting principles, GAAP refers to U.S. generally accepted accounting 

principles for purposes of the application of the requirements of this paragraph (e) 

to the disclosure of that measure. 

(4) For purposes of this paragraph (e), non-GAAP financial measures exclude: 

(i) Operating and other statistical measures; and 

(ii) Ratios or statistical measures calculated using exclusively one or both of: 

(A) Financial measures calculated in accordance with GAAP; and 

(B) Operating measures or other measures that are not non-GAAP financial 

measures. 

(5) For purposes of this paragraph (e), non-GAAP financial measures exclude financial 

measures required to be disclosed by GAAP, Commission rules, or a system of 

regulation of a government or governmental authority or self-regulatory organization 

that is applicable to the registrant. However, the financial measure should be presented 

outside of the financial statements unless the financial measure is required or expressly 

permitted by the standard-setter that is responsible for establishing the GAAP used in 

such financial statements. 
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(6) The requirements of paragraph (e) of this section shall not apply to a non-GAAP 

financial measure included in disclosure relating to a proposed business combination, 

the entity resulting therefrom or an entity that is a party thereto, if the disclosure is 

contained in a communication that is subject to § 230.425 of this chapter, § 240.14a-

12 or § 240.14d-2(b)(2) of this chapter or § 229.1015 of this chapter. 

(7) The requirements of paragraph (e) of this section shall not apply to investment 

companies registered under section 8 of the Investment Company Act of 1940 (15 

U.S.C. 80a-8). 

Note to paragraph (E): 

A non-GAAP financial measure that would otherwise be prohibited by paragraph 

(e)(1)(ii) of this section is permitted in a filing of a foreign private issuer if:  

1. The non-GAAP financial measure relates to the GAAP used in the registrant's 

primary financial statements included in its filing with the Commission;  

2. The non-GAAP financial measure is required or expressly permitted by the standard-

setter that is responsible for establishing the GAAP used in such financial statements; 

and  

3. The non-GAAP financial measure is included in the annual report prepared by the 

registrant for use in the jurisdiction in which it is domiciled, incorporated or organized 

or for distribution to its security holders. 

(f)Smaller reporting companies.  

The requirements of this part apply to smaller reporting companies. A smaller reporting 

company may comply with either the requirements applicable to smaller reporting 

companies or the requirements applicable to other companies for each item, unless the 

requirements for smaller reporting companies specify that smaller reporting companies 

must comply with the smaller reporting company requirements. The following items 
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of this part set forth requirements for smaller reporting companies that are different 

from requirements applicable to other companies: 

Index of Scaled Disclosure Available to Smaller Reporting Companies 

(1)Definition of smaller reporting company. As used in this part, the term smaller 

reporting company means an issuer that is not an investment company, an asset-backed 

issuer (as defined in § 229.1101), or a majority-owned subsidiary of a parent that is not 

a smaller reporting company and that: 

(i) Had a public float of less than $250 million; or 

(ii) Had annual revenues of less than $100 million and either: 

(A) No public float; or 

(B) A public float of less than $700 million. 

(2)Determination. Whether an issuer is a smaller reporting company is determined on 

an annual basis. 

(i) For issuers that are required to file reports under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the 

Exchange Act: 

(A) Public float is measured as of the last business day of the issuer's most recently 

completed second fiscal quarter and computed by multiplying the aggregate 

worldwide number of shares of its voting and non-voting common equity held by 

non-affiliates by the price at which the common equitywas last sold, or the average 

of the bid and asked prices of common equity, in the principal marketfor the 

common equity; 

(B) Annual revenues are as of the most recently completed fiscal year for which 

audited financial statements are available; and 

(C) An issuer must reflect the determination of whether it came within the 

definition of smaller reporting company in its quarterly report on Form 10-Q for 
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the first fiscal quarter of the next year, indicating on the cover page of that filing, 

and in subsequent filings for that fiscal year, whether it is a smaller reporting 

company, except that, if a determination based on public float indicates that 

theissuer is newly eligible to be a smaller reporting company, the issuer may 

choose to reflect thisdetermination beginning with its first quarterly report on 

Form 10-Q following the determination, rather than waiting until the first fiscal 

quarter of the next year. 

(ii) For determinations based on an initial registration statement under the Securities 

Act or Exchange Act for shares of its common equity: 

(A) Public float is measured as of a date within 30 days of the date of the filing of 

the registration statement and computed by multiplying the aggregate worldwide 

number of shares of its voting and non-voting common equity held by non-

affiliates before the registration plus, in the case of aSecurities Act registration 

statement, the number of shares of its voting and non-voting common equity 

included in the registration statement by the estimated public offering price of the 

shares; 

(B) Annual revenues are as of the most recently completed fiscal year for which 

audited financial statements are available; and 

(C) The issuer must reflect the determination of whether it came within the 

definition of smaller reporting company in the registration statement and must 

appropriately indicate on the cover page of the filing, and subsequent filings for 

the fiscal year in which the filing is made, whether it is a smaller reporting 

company. The issuer must re-determine its status at the end of its second fiscal 

quarter and then reflect any change in status as provided in paragraph (f)(2)(i)(C) 

of this section. In the case of a determination based on an initial Securities Act 
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registration statement, an issuer that was not determined to be a smaller reporting 

company has the option to re-determine its status at the conclusion of the offering 

covered by the registration statement based on the actual offering price and 

number of shares sold. 

(iii) Once an issuer determines that it does not qualify for smaller reporting company 

status because it exceeded one or more of the current thresholds, it will remain 

unqualified unless when making its annual determination either: 

(A) It determines that its public float was less than $200 million; or 

(B) It determines that its public float and its annual revenues meet the 

requirements for subsequent qualification included in the following chart: 

Prior annual 

revenues 

Prior public float 

None or less than $700 million $700 million or more 

Less than $100 

million 

Neither threshold exceeded Public float—Less than $560 

million; and 
  

Revenues—Less than $100 million. 

$100 million or 

more 

Public float—None or less than $700 

million; and 

Public float—Less than $560 

million; and 
 

Revenues—Less than $80 million Revenues—Less than $80 million. 
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C&DIs  

Section 100. General 

Question 100.01 

Question: Can certain adjustments, although not explicitly prohibited, result in a non-

GAAP measure that is misleading? 

Answer: Yes. Certain adjustments may violate Rule 100(b) of Regulation G because 

they cause the presentation of the non-GAAP measure to be misleading. For example, 

presenting a performance measure that excludes normal, recurring, cash operating 

expenses necessary to operate a registrant’s business could be misleading. [May 17, 

2016] 

Question 100.02 

Question: Can a non-GAAP measure be misleading if it is presented inconsistently 

between periods? 

Answer: Yes. For example, a non-GAAP measure that adjusts a particular charge or 

gain in the current period and for which other, similar charges or gains were not also 

adjusted in prior periods could violate Rule 100(b) of Regulation G unless the change 

between periods is disclosed and the reasons for it explained. In addition, depending 

on the significance of the change, it may be necessary to recast prior measures to 

conform to the current presentation and place the disclosure in the appropriate context. 

[May 17, 2016] 

Question 100.03 

Question: Can a non-GAAP measure be misleading if the measure excludes charges, 

but does not exclude any gains? 

Answer: Yes. For example, a non-GAAP measure that is adjusted only for non-

recurring charges when there were non-recurring gains that occurred during the same 
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period could violate Rule 100(b) of Regulation G. [May 17, 2016] 

Question 100.04 

Question: A registrant presents a non-GAAP performance measure that is adjusted to 

accelerate revenue recognized ratably over time in accordance with GAAP as though 

it earned revenue when customers are billed. Can this measure be presented in 

documents filed or furnished with the Commission or provided elsewhere, such as on 

company websites? 

Answer: No. Non-GAAP measures that substitute individually tailored revenue 

recognition and measurement methods for those of GAAP could violate Rule 100(b) 

of Regulation G. Other measures that use individually tailored recognition and 

measurement methods for financial statement line items other than revenue may also 

violate Rule 100(b) of Regulation G. [May 17, 2016] 

 

Section 101. Business Combination Transactions 

Question 101.01 

Question: Are financial measures included in forecasts provided to a financial advisor 

and used in connection with a business combination transaction non-GAAP financial 

measures? 

Answer: No, if the conditions described below are met. 

Item 10(e)(5) of Regulation S-K and Rule 101(a)(3) of Regulation G provide that a 

non-GAAP financial measure does not include financial measures required to be 

disclosed by GAAP, Commission rules, or a system of regulation of a government or 

governmental authority or self-regulatory organization that is applicable to the 

registrant. Accordingly, financial measures provided to a financial advisor would be 

excluded from the definition of non-GAAP financial measures, and therefore not 
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subject to Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K and Regulation G, if and to the extent: 

• the financial measures are included in forecasts provided to the financial advisor

for the purpose of rendering an opinion that is materially related to the business

combination transaction; and

• the forecasts are being disclosed in order to comply with Item 1015 of Regulation

M-A or requirements under state or foreign law, including case law, regarding

disclosure of the financial advisor’s analyses or substantive work. [Oct. 17, 2017] 

Question 101.02 

Question: Can the registrant rely on the Answer to Question 101.01 if the same 

forecasts provided to its financial advisor are also provided to its board of directors or 

board committee? 

Answer: Yes. [April 4, 2018] 

Question 101.03 

Question: A registrant provides forecasts to bidders in a business combination 

transaction. To avoid anti-fraud concerns under the federal securities laws or ensure 

that the other disclosures in the document are not misleading, it determines that such 

forecasts should be disclosed. Are the financial measures contained in forecasts 

disclosed for this purpose considered non-GAAP financial measures? 

Answer: If a registrant determines that forecasts exchanged between the parties in a 

business combination transaction are material and that disclosure of such forecasts is 

required to comply with the anti-fraud and other liability provisions of the federal 

securities laws, the financial measures included in such forecasts would be excluded 

from the definition of non-GAAP financial measures and therefore not subject to Item 

10(e) of Regulation S-K and Regulation G. [April 4, 2018] 

Question 101.04 
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Question: Does the exemption from Regulation G and Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K 

for non-GAAP financial measures disclosed in communications relating to a business 

combination transaction extend to the same non-GAAP financial measures disclosed 

in registration statements, proxy statements and tender offer statements? 

Answer: No. There is an exemption from Regulation G and Item 10(e) of Regulation 

S-K for non-GAAP financial measures disclosed in communications subject to

Securities Act Rule 425 and Exchange Act Rules 14a-12 and 14d-2(b)(2); it is also 

intended to apply to communications subject to Exchange Act Rule 14d-9(a)(2). This 

exemption does not extend beyond such communications. Consequently, if the same 

non-GAAP financial measure that was included in a communication filed under one of 

those rules is also disclosed in a Securities Act registration statement, proxy statement, 

or tender offer statement, this exemption from Regulation G and Item 10(e) of 

Regulation S-K would not be available for that non-GAAP financial measure. [Oct. 17, 

2017] 

Question 101.05 

Question: If reconciliation of a non-GAAP financial measure is required and the most 

directly comparable measure is a “pro forma” measure prepared and presented in 

accordance with Article 11 of Regulation S-X, may companies use that measure for 

reconciliation purposes, in lieu of a GAAP financial measure? 

Answer: Yes. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Section 102. Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K 

Question 102.01 

Question: What measure was contemplated by "funds from operations" in footnote 50 

to Exchange Act Release No. 47226, Conditions for Use of Non-GAAP Financial 
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Measures, which indicates that companies may use "funds from operations per share" 

in earnings releases and materials that are filed or furnished to the Commission, subject 

to the requirements of Regulation G and Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K? 

Answer: The reference to "funds from operations" in footnote 50, or “FFO,” refers to 

the measure defined as of January 1, 2000, by the National Association of Real Estate 

Investment Trusts (NAREIT). NAREIT has revised and clarified the definition since 

2000. The staff accepts NAREIT’s definition of FFO in effect as of May 17, 2016 as a 

performance measure and does not object to its presentation on a per share basis. [May 

17, 2016] 

Question 102.02 

Question: May a registrant present FFO on a basis other than as defined by NAREIT 

as of May 17, 2016? 

Answer: Yes, provided that any adjustments made to FFO comply with Item 10(e) of 

Regulation S-K and the measure does not violate Rule 100(b) of Regulation G. Any 

adjustments made to FFO must comply with the requirements of Item 10(e) of 

Regulation S-K for a performance measure or a liquidity measure, depending on the 

nature of the adjustments, some of which may trigger the prohibition on presenting this 

measure on a per share basis. See Section 100 and Question 102.05. [May 17, 2016] 

Question 102.03 

Question: Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K prohibits adjusting a non-GAAP financial 

performance measure to eliminate or smooth items identified as non-recurring, 

infrequent or unusual when the nature of the charge or gain is such that it is reasonably 

likely to recur within two years or there was a similar charge or gain within the prior 

two years. Is this prohibition based on the description of the charge or gain, or is it 

based on the nature of the charge or gain? 
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Answer: The prohibition is based on the description of the charge or gain that is being 

adjusted. It would not be appropriate to state that a charge or gain is non-recurring, 

infrequent or unusual unless it meets the specified criteria. The fact that a registrant 

cannot describe a charge or gain as non-recurring, infrequent or unusual, however, does 

not mean that the registrant cannot adjust for that charge or gain. Registrants can make 

adjustments they believe are appropriate, subject to Regulation G and the other 

requirements of Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K. See Question 100.01. [May 17, 2016] 

Question 102.04 

Question: Is the registrant required to use the non-GAAP measure in managing its 

business or for other purposes in order to be able to disclose it? 

Answer: No. Item 10(e)(1)(i)(D) of Regulation S-K states only that, "[t]o the extent 

material," there should be a statement disclosing the additional purposes, "if any," for 

which the registrant's management uses the non-GAAP financial measure. There is no 

prohibition against disclosing a non-GAAP financial measure that is not used by 

management in managing its business. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 102.05 

Question: While Item 10(e)(1)(ii) of Regulation S-K does not prohibit the use of per 

share non-GAAP financial measures, the adopting release for Item 10(e), Exchange 

Act Release No. 47226, states that "per share measures that are prohibited specifically 

under GAAP or Commission rules continue to be prohibited in materials filed with or 

furnished to the Commission." In light of Commission guidance, specifically 

Accounting Series Release No. 142, Reporting Cash Flow and Other Related Data, and 

Accounting Standards Codification 230, are non-GAAP earnings per share numbers 

prohibited in documents filed or furnished with the Commission? 

Answer: No. Item 10(e) recognizes that certain non-GAAP per share performance 
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measures may be meaningful from an operating standpoint. Non-GAAP per share 

performance measures should be reconciled to GAAP earnings per share. On the other 

hand, non-GAAP liquidity measures that measure cash generated must not be presented 

on a per share basis in documents filed or furnished with the Commission, consistent 

with Accounting Series Release No. 142. Whether per share data is prohibited depends 

on whether the non-GAAP measure can be used as a liquidity measure, even if 

management presents it solely as a performance measure. When analyzing these 

questions, the staff will focus on the substance of the non-GAAP measure and not 

management’s characterization of the measure. [May 17, 2016] 

Question 102.06 

Question: Is Item 10(e)(1)(i) of Regulation S-K, which requires the prominent 

presentation of, and reconciliation to, the most directly comparable GAAP financial 

measure or measures, intended to change the staff's practice of requiring the prominent 

presentation of amounts for the three major categories of the statement of cash flows 

when a non-GAAP liquidity measure is presented? 

Answer: No. The requirements in Item 10(e)(1)(i) are consistent with the staff's practice. 

The three major categories of the statement of cash flows should be presented when a 

non-GAAP liquidity measure is presented. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 102.07 

Question: Some companies present a measure of "free cash flow," which is typically 

calculated as cash flows from operating activities as presented in the statement of cash 

flows under GAAP, less capital expenditures. Does Item 10(e)(1)(ii) of Regulation S-

K prohibit this measure in documents filed with the Commission? 

Answer: No. The deduction of capital expenditures from the GAAP financial measure 

of cash flows from operating activities would not violate the prohibitions in Item 
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10(e)(1)(ii). However, companies should be aware that this measure does not have a 

uniform definition and its title does not describe how it is calculated. Accordingly, a 

clear description of how this measure is calculated, as well as the necessary 

reconciliation, should accompany the measure where it is used. Companies should also 

avoid inappropriate or potentially misleading inferences about its usefulness. For 

example, "free cash flow" should not be used in a manner that inappropriately implies 

that the measure represents the residual cash flow available for discretionary 

expenditures, since many companies have mandatory debt service requirements or 

other non-discretionary expenditures that are not deducted from the measure. Also, free 

cash flow is a liquidity measure that must not be presented on a per share basis. See 

Question 102.05. [May 17, 2016] 

Question 102.08 

Question: Does Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K apply to filed free writing prospectuses? 

Answer: Regulation S-K applies to registration statements filed under the Securities 

Act, as well as registration statements, periodic and current reports and other 

documents filed under the Exchange Act. A free writing prospectus is not filed as part 

of the issuer's registration statement, unless the issuer files it on Form 8-K or otherwise 

includes it or incorporates it by reference into the registration statement. Therefore, 

Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K does not apply to a filed free writing prospectus unless 

the free writing prospectus is included in or incorporated by reference into the issuer's 

registration statement or included in an Exchange Act filing. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 102.09 

Question: Item 10(e)(1)(ii)(A) of Regulation S-K prohibits "excluding charges or 

liabilities that required, or will require, cash settlement, or would have required cash 

settlement absent an ability to settle in another manner, from non-GAAP liquidity 
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measures, other than the measures earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) and 

earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA)." A 

company's credit agreement contains a material covenant regarding the non-GAAP 

financial measure "Adjusted EBITDA." If disclosed in a filing, the non-GAAP 

financial measure "Adjusted EBITDA" would violate Item 10(e), as it excludes charges 

that are required to be cash settled. May a company nonetheless disclose this non-

GAAP financial measure? 

Answer: Yes. The prohibition in Item 10(e) notwithstanding, because MD&A requires 

disclosure of material items affecting liquidity, if management believes that the credit 

agreement is a material agreement, that the covenant is a material term of the credit 

agreement and that information about the covenant is material to an investor's 

understanding of the company's financial condition and/or liquidity, then the company 

may be required to disclose the measure as calculated by the debt covenant as part of 

its MD&A. In disclosing the non-GAAP financial measure in this situation, a company 

should consider also disclosing the following: 

• the material terms of the credit agreement including the covenant; 

• the amount or limit required for compliance with the covenant; and 

• the actual or reasonably likely effects of compliance or non-compliance with the 

covenant on the company's financial condition and liquidity. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 102.10 

Question: Item 10(e)(1)(i)(A) of Regulation S-K requires that when a registrant 

presents a non-GAAP measure it must present the most directly comparable GAAP 

measure with equal or greater prominence. This requirement applies to non-GAAP 

measures presented in documents filed with the Commission and also earnings releases 

furnished under Item 2.02 of Form 8-K. Are there examples of disclosures that would 
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cause a non-GAAP measure to be more prominent? 

Answer: Yes. Although whether a non-GAAP measure is more prominent than the 

comparable GAAP measure generally depends on the facts and circumstances in which 

the disclosure is made, the staff would consider the following examples of disclosure 

of non-GAAP measures as more prominent: 

• Presenting a full income statement of non-GAAP measures or presenting a full non-

GAAP income statement when reconciling non-GAAP measures to the most

directly comparable GAAP measures;

• Omitting comparable GAAP measures from an earnings release headline or caption

that includes non-GAAP measures;

• Presenting a non-GAAP measure using a style of presentation (e.g., bold, larger

font) that emphasizes the non-GAAP measure over the comparable GAAP measure;

• A non-GAAP measure that precedes the most directly comparable GAAP measure

(including in an earnings release headline or caption);

• Describing a non-GAAP measure as, for example, “record performance” or

“exceptional” without at least an equally prominent descriptive characterization of

the comparable GAAP measure;

• Providing tabular disclosure of non-GAAP financial measures without preceding it

with an equally prominent tabular disclosure of the comparable GAAP measures or

including the comparable GAAP measures in the same table;

• Excluding a quantitative reconciliation with respect to a forward-looking non-

GAAP measure in reliance on the “unreasonable efforts” exception in Item

10(e)(1)(i)(B) without disclosing that fact and identifying the information that is

unavailable and its probable significance in a location of equal or greater

prominence; and
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• Providing discussion and analysis of a non-GAAP measure without a similar

discussion and analysis of the comparable GAAP measure in a location with equal

or greater prominence. [May 17, 2016]

Question 102.11 

Question: How should income tax effects related to adjustments to arrive at a non-

GAAP measure be calculated and presented? 

Answer: A registrant should provide income tax effects on its non-GAAP measures 

depending on the nature of the measures. If a measure is a liquidity measure that 

includes income taxes, it might be acceptable to adjust GAAP taxes to show taxes paid 

in cash. If a measure is a performance measure, the registrant should include current 

and deferred income tax expense commensurate with the non-GAAP measure of 

profitability. In addition, adjustments to arrive at a non-GAAP measure should not be 

presented “net of tax.” Rather, income taxes should be shown as a separate adjustment 

and clearly explained. [May 17, 2016] 

Question 102.12 

Question: A registrant discloses a financial measure or information that is not in 

accordance with GAAP or calculated exclusively from amounts presented in 

accordance with GAAP. In some circumstances, this financial information may have 

been prepared in accordance with guidance published by a government, governmental 

authority or self-regulatory organization that is applicable to the registrant, although 

the information is not required disclosure by the government, governmental authority 

or self-regulatory organization. Is this information considered to be a "non-GAAP 

financial measure" for purposes of Regulation G and Item 10 of Regulation S-K? 

Answer: Yes. Unless this information is required to be disclosed by a system of 

regulation that is applicable to the registrant, it is considered to be a "non-GAAP 
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financial measure" under Regulation G and Item 10 of Regulation S-K. Registrants that 

disclose such information must provide the disclosures required by Regulation G or 

Item 10 of Regulation S-K, if applicable, including the quantitative reconciliation from 

the non-GAAP financial measure to the most comparable measure calculated in 

accordance with GAAP. This reconciliation should be in sufficient detail to allow a 

reader to understand the nature of the reconciling items. [Apr. 24, 2009] 

Section 103. EBIT and EBITDA 

Question 103.01 

Question: Exchange Act Release No. 47226 describes EBIT as "earnings before 

interest and taxes" and EBITDA as "earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and 

amortization." What GAAP measure is intended by the term "earnings"? May measures 

other than those described in the release be characterized as "EBIT" or "EBITDA"? 

Does the exception for EBIT and EBITDA from the prohibition in Item 10(e)(1)(ii)(A) 

of Regulation S-K apply to these other measures? 

Answer: "Earnings" means net income as presented in the statement of operations 

under GAAP. Measures that are calculated differently than those described as EBIT 

and EBITDA in Exchange Act Release No. 47226 should not be characterized as 

"EBIT" or "EBITDA" and their titles should be distinguished from "EBIT" or 

"EBITDA," such as "Adjusted EBITDA." These measures are not exempt from the 

prohibition in Item 10(e)(1)(ii)(A) of Regulation S-K, with the exception of measures 

addressed in Question 102.09. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 103.02 

Question: If EBIT or EBITDA is presented as a performance measure, to which GAAP 

financial measure should it be reconciled? 
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Answer: If a company presents EBIT or EBITDA as a performance measure, such 

measures should be reconciled to net income as presented in the statement of operations 

under GAAP. Operating income would not be considered the most directly comparable 

GAAP financial measure because EBIT and EBITDA make adjustments for items that 

are not included in operating income. In addition, these measures must not be presented 

on a per share basis. See Question 102.05. [May 17, 2016] 

 

Section 104. Segment Information 

Question 104.01 

Question: Is segment information that is presented in conformity with Accounting 

Standards Codification 280, pursuant to which a company may determine segment 

profitability on a basis that differs from the amounts in the consolidated financial 

statements determined in accordance with GAAP, considered to be a non-GAAP 

financial measure under Regulation G and Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K? 

Answer: No. Non-GAAP financial measures do not include financial measures that are 

required to be disclosed by GAAP. Exchange Act Release No. 47226 lists "measures 

of profit or loss and total assets for each segment required to be disclosed in accordance 

with GAAP" as examples of such measures. The measure of segment profit or loss and 

segment total assets under Accounting Standards Codification 280 is the measure 

reported to the chief operating decision maker for purposes of making decisions about 

allocating resources to the segment and assessing its performance. 

The list of examples in Exchange Act Release No. 47226 is not exclusive. As an 

additional example, because Accounting Standards Codification 280 requires or 

expressly permits the footnotes to the company's consolidated financial statements to 

include specific additional financial information for each segment, that information 
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also would be excluded from the definition of non-GAAP financial measures. [Jan. 11, 

2010] 

Question 104.02 

Question: Does Item 10(e)(1)(ii) of Regulation S-K prohibit the discussion in MD&A 

of segment information determined in conformity with Accounting Standards 

Codification 280? 

Answer: No. Where a company includes in its MD&A a discussion of segment 

profitability determined consistent with Accounting Standards Codification 280, which 

also requires that a footnote to the company's consolidated financial statements provide 

a reconciliation, the company also should include in the segment discussion in the 

MD&A a complete discussion of the reconciling items that apply to the particular 

segment being discussed. In this regard, see Financial Reporting Codification Section 

501.06.a, footnote 28. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 104.03 

Question: Is a measure of segment profit/loss or liquidity that is not in conformity with 

Accounting Standards Codification 280 a non-GAAP financial measure under 

Regulation G and Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K? 

Answer: Yes. Segment measures that are adjusted to include amounts excluded from, 

or to exclude amounts included in, the measure reported to the chief operating decision 

maker for purposes of making decisions about allocating resources to the segment and 

assessing its performance do not comply with Accounting Standards Codification 280. 

Such measures are, therefore, non-GAAP financial measures and subject to all of the 

provisions of Regulation G and Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 104.04 

Question: In the footnote that reconciles the segment measures to the consolidated 
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financial statements, a company may total the profit or loss for the individual segments 

as part of the Accounting Standards Codification 280 required reconciliation. Would 

the presentation of the total segment profit or loss measure in any context other than 

the Accounting Standards Codification 280 required reconciliation in the footnote be 

the presentation of a non-GAAP financial measure? 

Answer: Yes. The presentation of the total segment profit or loss measure in any context 

other than the Accounting Standards Codification 280 required reconciliation in the 

footnote would be the presentation of a non-GAAP financial measure because it has no 

authoritative meaning outside of the Accounting Standards Codification 280 required 

reconciliation in the footnotes to the company's consolidated financial statements. [Jan. 

11, 2010] 

Question 104.05 

Question: Company X presents a table illustrating a breakdown of revenues by 

certain products, but does not sum this to the revenue amount presented on Company 

X's financial statements. Is the information in the table considered a non-GAAP 

financial measure under Regulation G and Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K? 

Answer: No, assuming the product revenue amounts are calculated in accordance 

with GAAP. The presentation would be considered a non-GAAP financial measure, 

however, if the revenue amounts are adjusted in any manner. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 104.06 

Question: Company X has operations in various foreign countries where the local 

currency is used to prepare the financial statements which are translated into the 

reporting currency under the applicable accounting standards. In preparing its MD&A, 

Company X will explain the reasons for changes in various financial statement captions. 

A portion of these changes will be attributable to changes in exchange rates between 
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periods used for translation. Company X wants to isolate the effect of exchange rate 

differences and will present financial information in a constant currency — e.g., 

assume a constant exchange rate between periods for translation. Would such a 

presentation be considered a non-GAAP measure under Regulation G and Item 10(e) 

of Regulation S-K? 

Answer: Yes. Company X may comply with the reconciliation requirements of 

Regulation G and Item 10(e) by presenting the historical amounts and the amounts in 

constant currency and describing the process for calculating the constant currency 

amounts and the basis of presentation. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

 

Section 105. Item 2.02 of Form 8-K 

Question 105.01 

Question: Item 2.02 of Form 8-K contains a conditional exemption from its 

requirement to furnish a Form 8-K where earnings information is presented orally, 

telephonically, by webcast, by broadcast or by similar means. Among other conditions, 

the company must provide on its web site any financial and other statistical information 

contained in the presentation, together with any information that would be required by 

Regulation G. Would an audio file of the initial webcast satisfy this condition to the 

exemption? 

Answer: Yes, provided that: (1) the audio file contains all material financial and other 

statistical information included in the presentation that was not previously disclosed, 

and (2) investors can access it and replay it through the company's web site. 

Alternatively, slides or a similar presentation posted on the web site at the time of the 

presentation containing the required, previously undisclosed, material financial and 

other statistical information would satisfy the condition. In each case, the company 
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must provide all previously undisclosed material financial and other statistical 

information, including information provided in connection with any questions and 

answers. Regulation FD also may impose disclosure requirements in these 

circumstances. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 105.02 

Question: Item 2.02 of Form 8-K contains a conditional exemption from its 

requirement to furnish a Form 8-K where earnings information is presented orally, 

telephonically, by webcast, by broadcast or by similar means. Among other conditions, 

the company must provide on its web site any material financial and other statistical 

information not previously disclosed and contained in the presentation, together with 

any information that would be required by Regulation G. When must all of this 

information appear on the company's web site? 

Answer: The required information must appear on the company's web site at the time 

the oral presentation is made. In the case of information that is not provided in a 

presentation itself but, rather, is disclosed unexpectedly in connection with the question 

and answer session that was part of that oral presentation, the information must be 

posted on the company's web site promptly after it is disclosed. Any requirements of 

Regulation FD also must be satisfied. A webcast of the oral presentation would be 

sufficient to meet this requirement. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 105.03 

Question: Does a company's failure to furnish to the Commission the Form 8-K 

required by Item 2.02 in a timely manner affect the company's eligibility to use Form 

S-3?

Answer: No. Form S-3 requires the company to have filed in "a timely manner all 

reports required to be filed in twelve calendar months and any portion of a month 
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immediately preceding the filing of the registration statement." Because an Item 2.02 

Form 8-K is furnished to the Commission, rather than filed with the Commission, 

failure to furnish such a Form 8-K in a timely manner would not affect a company's 

eligibility to use Form S-3. While not affecting a company's Form S-3 eligibility, failure 

to comply with Item 2.02 of Form 8-K would, of course, be a violation of Section 13(a) 

of the Exchange Act and the rules thereunder. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 105.04 [withdrawn] 

Question 105.05 

Question: Company X files its quarterly earnings release as an exhibit to its Form 10-

Q on Wednesday morning, prior to holding its earnings conference call Wednesday 

afternoon. Assuming that all of the other conditions of Item 2.02(b) are met, may the 

company rely on the exemption for its conference call even if it does not also furnish 

the earnings release in an Item 2.02 Form 8-K? 

Answer: Yes. Company X's filing of the earnings release as an exhibit to its Form 10-

Q, rather than in an Item 2.02 Form 8-K, before the conference call takes place, would 

not preclude reliance on the exemption for the conference call. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 105.06 

Question: Company A issues a press release announcing its results of operations for a 

just-completed fiscal quarter, including its expected adjusted earnings (a non-GAAP 

financial measure) for the fiscal period. Would this press release be subject to Item 2.02 

of Form 8-K? 

Answer: Yes, because it contains material, non-public information regarding its results 

of operations for a completed fiscal period. The adjusted earnings range presented 

would be subject to the requirements of Item 2.02 applicable to non-GAAP financial 

measures. [Jan. 11, 2010] 
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Question 105.07 

Question: A company issues its earnings release after the close of the market and holds 

a properly noticed conference call to discuss its earnings two hours later. That 

conference call contains material, previously undisclosed, information of the type 

described under Item 2.02 of Form 8-K. Because of this timing, the company is unable 

to furnish its earnings release on a Form 8-K before its conference call. Accordingly, 

the company cannot rely on the exemption from the requirement to furnish the 

information in the conference call on a Form 8-K. What must the company file with 

regard to its conference call? 

Answer: The company must furnish the material, previously non-public, financial and 

other statistical information required to be furnished on Item 2.02 of Form 8-K as an 

exhibit to a Form 8-K and satisfy the other requirements of Item 2.02 of Form 8-K. A 

transcript of the portion of the conference call or slides or a similar presentation 

including such information will satisfy this requirement. In each case, all material, 

previously undisclosed, financial and other statistical information, including that 

provided in connection with any questions and answers, must be provided. [Jan. 15, 

2010] 

Section 106. Foreign Private Issuers 

Question 106.01 

Question: The Note to Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K permits a foreign private issuer to 

include in its filings a non-GAAP financial measure that otherwise would be prohibited 

by Item 10(e)(1)(ii) if, among other things, the non-GAAP financial measure is 

required or expressly permitted by the standard setter that is responsible for 

establishing the GAAP used in the company's primary financial statements included in 
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its filing with the Commission. What does "expressly permitted" mean? 

Answer: A measure is "expressly permitted" if the particular measure is clearly and 

specifically identified as an acceptable measure by the standard setter that is 

responsible for establishing the GAAP used in the company's primary financial 

statements included in its filing with the Commission. 

The concept of "expressly permitted" can be also be demonstrated with explicit 

acceptance of a presentation by the primary securities regulator in the foreign private 

issuer's home country jurisdiction or market. Explicit acceptance by the regulator 

would include (1) published views of the regulator or members of the regulator's staff 

or (2) a letter from the regulator or its staff to the foreign private issuer indicating the 

acceptance of the presentation — which would be provided to the Commission's staff 

upon request. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 106.02 

Question: A foreign private issuer furnishes a press release on Form 6-K that includes 

a section with non-GAAP financial measures. Can a foreign private issuer incorporate 

by reference into a Securities Act registration statement only those portions of the 

furnished press release that do not include the non-GAAP financial measures? 

Answer: Yes. Reports on Form 6-K are not incorporated by reference automatically 

into Securities Act registration statements. In order to incorporate a Form 6-K into a 

Securities Act registration statement, a foreign private issuer must specifically provide 

for such incorporation by reference in the registration statement and in any 

subsequently submitted Form 6-K. See Item 6(c) of Form F-3. Where a foreign private 

issuer wishes to incorporate by reference a portion or portions of the press release 

provided on a Form 6-K, the foreign private issuer should either: (1) specify in the 

Form 6-K those portions of the press release to be incorporated by reference, or (2) 
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furnish two Form 6-K reports, one that contains the full press release and another that 

contains the portions that would be incorporated by reference (and specifies that the 

second Form 6-K is so incorporated). Using a separate report on Form 6-K containing 

the portions that would be incorporated by reference may provide more clarity for 

investors in most circumstances. A company must also consider whether its disclosure 

is rendered misleading if it incorporates only a portion (or portions) of a press release. 

[Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 106.03 

Question: A foreign private issuer publishes a non-GAAP financial measure that does 

not comply with Regulation G, in reliance on Rule 100(c), and then furnishes the 

information in a report on Form 6-K. Must the foreign private issuer comply with Item 

10(e) of Regulation S-K with respect to that information if the company chooses to 

incorporate that Form 6-K report into a filed Securities Act registration statement (other 

than an MJDS registration statement)? 

Answer: Yes, the company must comply with all of the provisions of Item 10(e) of 

Regulation S-K. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Question 106.04 

Question: If a Canadian company includes a non-GAAP financial measure in an annual 

report on Form 40-F, does the company need to comply with Regulation G or Item 10(e) 

of Regulation S-K with respect to that information if the company files a non-MJDS 

Securities Act registration statement that incorporates by reference the Form 40-F? 

Answer: No. Information included in a Form 40-F is not subject to Regulation G or 

Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

Section 107. Voluntary Filers 

Question 107.01 
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Question: Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act suspends automatically its application to 

any company that would be subject to the filing requirements of that section where, if 

other conditions are met, on the first day of the company's fiscal year it has fewer than 

300 holders of record of the class of securities that created the Section 15(d) obligation. 

This suspension, which relates to the fiscal year in which the fewer than 300 record 

holders determination is made on the first day thereof, is automatic and does not require 

any filing with the Commission. The Commission adopted Rule 15d-6 under the 

Exchange Act to require the filing of a Form 15 as a notice of the suspension of a 

company's reporting obligation under Section 15(d). Such a filing, however, is not a 

condition to the suspension. A number of companies whose Section 15(d) reporting 

obligation is suspended automatically by the statute choose not to file the notice 

required by Rule 15d-6 and continue to file Exchange Act reports as though they 

continue to be required. Must a company whose reporting obligation is suspended 

automatically by Section 15(d) but continues to file periodic reports as though it were 

required to file periodic reports comply with Regulation G and the requirements of 

Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K? 

Answer: Yes. Regulation S-K relates to filings with the Commission. Accordingly, a 

company that is making filings as described in this question must comply with 

Regulation S-K or Form 20-F, as applicable, in its filings. 

As to other public communications, any company "that has a class of securities 

registered under Section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or is required to 

file reports under Section 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934" must comply 

with Regulation G. The application of this standard to those companies that no longer 

are "required" to report under Section 15(d) but choose to continue to report presents a 

difficult dilemma, as those companies technically are not subject to Regulation G but 
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their continued filing is intended to and does give the appearance that they are a public 

company whose disclosure is subject to the Commission's regulations. It is reasonable 

that this appearance would cause shareholders and other market participants to expect 

and rely on a company's required compliance with the requirements of the federal 

securities laws applicable to companies reporting under Section 15(d). Accordingly, 

while Regulation G technically does not apply to a company such as the one described 

in this question, the failure of such a company to comply with all requirements 

(including Regulation G) applicable to a Section 15(d)-reporting company can raise 

significant issues regarding that company's compliance with the anti-fraud provisions 

of the federal securities laws. [Jan. 11, 2010] 

 

Section 108. Compensation Discussion and Analysis/Proxy Statement 

Question 108.01 

Question: Instruction 5 to Item 402(b) provides that "[d]isclosure of target levels that 

are non-GAAP financial measures will not be subject to Regulation G and Item 10(e); 

however, disclosure must be provided as to how the number is calculated from the 

registrant's audited financial statements." Does this instruction extend to non-GAAP 

financial information that does not relate to the disclosure of target levels, but is 

nevertheless included in Compensation Discussion & Analysis ("CD&A") or other 

parts of the proxy statement - for example, to explain the relationship between pay and 

performance? 

Answer: No. Instruction 5 to Item 402(b) is limited to CD&A disclosure of target levels 

that are non-GAAP financial measures. If non-GAAP financial measures are presented 

in CD&A or in any other part of the proxy statement for any other purpose, such as to 

explain the relationship between pay and performance or to justify certain levels or 
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amounts of pay, then those non-GAAP financial measures are subject to the 

requirements of Regulation G and Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K. 

In these pay-related circumstances only, the staff will not object if a registrant includes 

the required GAAP reconciliation and other information in an annex to the proxy 

statement, provided the registrant includes a prominent cross-reference to such annex. 

Or, if the non-GAAP financial measures are the same as those included in the Form 10-

K that is incorporating by reference the proxy statement's Item 402 disclosure as part 

of its Part III information, the staff will not object if the registrant complies with 

Regulation G and Item 10(e) by providing a prominent cross-reference to the pages in 

the Form 10-K containing the required GAAP reconciliation and other information. 

[July 8, 2011] 




